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'acific undergoes more construction 
PRISTINE NEILL 
icifican News Editor 
Sunny skies and rainless 
jys have allowed Physical 
ant to begin construction 
id complete plans that have 
s postponed because of the 
[tensive winter rains. 
One big project that is 
Lost complete is the brick 
iers on Baxter and Atchley 
lays. 
With the transformation of 
lose streets about four years 
go from drivable ways to 
talking streets, the plans 
rere to create the brick barri-
rs. 
"When those streets were 
onverted we did not have the 
ime or the money to complete 
ae project," said Joe Kirim, 
lirector of Physical Plant. 
"Now as funds have 
ecome available we are able 
o finish the construction." 
There were also recommen-
lations made by the fire 
department for Physical Plant 
to finish the construction. 
"The fire department has 
had a hard time with the red 
ballards that were previously 
there," Kirim said. 
In the case of an emergency 
safety vehicles are supposed 
to be able to drive right 
through the ballards. 
According to Kirim, when a 
fire truck had responded to a 
fire alarm on campus, damage 
was done to the truck which 
was not supposed to happen. 
"Another reason the bal­
lards are being removed is 
that they are constantly being 
beat up," Kirim said. 
Ballards have been found 
all over campus which have 
been removed and never put 
back. 
Instead of the ballard the 
new brick barriers will also be 
accompanied by a gate that 
goes across with a metal hook pleted the week after next, 
fo fasten it closed. weather permitting 
The project should be com- The barriers were designed 
One of the newly-constructed barriers on Atchley Way near Hand Hall and McCaffery Center. 
by Physical Plant and con­
structed by a private compa­
ny. 
The cost for all four barriers 
is $4,300 which comes out of 
the Physical Plant budget. 
-alifornia state school s athletic 
*ecruitment policies to change 
IEBECCA GARDNER 
iPECIAL TO THE 
iORNET 
rhe Hornet 
Sacramento State U.) 
(U-WIRE) SACRAMEN-
FO, Calif. — The Senate 
Appropriations Committee 
iiscussed SB 1787 Monday, a 
Dill that will encourage col-
ege recruitment based on 
icademics and not solely on 
ithletics. 
Sen. Steve Peace (D-El 
Cajon) introduced the bill, 
which was approved by the 
Senate Education Committee 
last month in a 9-0 vote. 
SB 1787 would require rep­
resentatives of California s 
state college systems to visit 
high future enrollment in 
those systems. 
Peace realized the need 
for such recruitment after 
his children received phone 
calls from colleges because 
of their involvement with 
sports programs and not 
because of their grades. 
By mandating that repre­
sentatives of the California 
State University and 
University of California sys­
tems regularly visit high 
schools and discuss prereq­
uisites for enrollment, Peace 
hopes to encourage students 
to stay within the state to 
attend college. 
He also hopes that the bil 
n — will reach out to more 
basis in order to encourage See 'Recruitment' on page 
high schools on a regular 
By mandating that 
representatives of the 
California State 
University and 
University of 
California systems 
visit high schools and 
discuss prerequisites 
for enrollment; Peace 
hopes to encourage 
students to stay in 
state to attend 
college. 
Senior grows garden 
as final art project 
. 1  r  11  « .  n  A r  
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University of the Pacific 
senior art student Melanie 
Pickrell has planted a spiral-
ing garden as her senior pro­
ject. 
The garden, located just 
north of the Art Center near 
the middle of campus, fea­
tures native flowers and 
herbs planted in the spiral 
pattern of a labyrinth. 
"At first I wanted to do a 
labyrinth with books piled 
along the pathways, ending 
with just one in the center," 
Pickrell said. 
When her idea was vetoed 
because of safety concerns, 
her mind went directly to 
plants. 
"This is something my 
mother will get," she said. 
Her creative process cen-
teres around what people 
choose to do with their "play 
time" which is to get outside 
and move into nature. 
Labyrinths are about a 
See Garden, page 3 
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Recruit 
Continued from page 1 
California high school stu­
dents who might not neces­
sarily continue their educa­
tion. 
The only dissent of the 
bill at the Education 
Committee came from 
Karen Alpertson, a repre­
sentative of the California 
State University System, 
who called the idea "unnec­
essary" and "duplicative." 
According to Alpertson, 
the CSU System spends $45 
million a year statewide for 
recruitment purposes and 
claims that there are lots of 
other ways for college rep­
resentatives to communi­
cate the same ideas as SB 
1787, including mentoring 
and mailers. 
Despite the sole objec­
tion, SB 1787 passed the 
Senate Education 
Committee with only 
minor ratifications, one of 
which altered the pro­
posed number of a repre­
sentative's high school vis­
its from two per month to 
at least two per year. 
The bill will move to the 
Senate Appropriations 
Committee before travel­
ing to the Assembly for 
further discussion. 
'Model open daily 
'Unique 1.2&3 
bedrooms 
— SS 
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"Tuxedo Rentals" 
KARA FILLO 
Pacifican Guest Writer 
When trying to teach stu­
dents how the law applies to 
the real world, professor 
Lucien Dhooge has an advan­
tage. 
Dhooge practiced law for 
11 years before entering the 
classroom 
'It allows me to see full time. He feels that 
his experi- people during a 
positive part of their 
lives. Many times 
ence as an 
attorney has 
helped him 
in class. when people need 
an attorney they are 
not at a high point 
class, but I in their lives," 
- Prof. Lucien 
Dhooge 
'I can 
give you 
theory in 
can also 
give you 
real world 
examples," 
he said. 
Dhooge's undergraduate 
work was in education. 
He has always had an 
interest in teaching, but he 
fell into it accidentally after 
he started practicing law. A 
colleague had a time conflict 
with a class and he asked 
Dhooge to take over for in the 
Fall of 1986. 
Each semester after that he 
was asked back to teach. 
In the Fall of 1996, Dhooge 
became a full-time professor 
$39.95 
An Additional 20% for UOP Students 
With This Coupon 
includes: Tuxedo Coat & Pants, Cumberbund 
and Tie, Suspenders, Studs and Cufflings. 
Come In Early For Best Selection 
Law prof, brings^, 
experience to class 
at Pacific. 
He said he enjoys teaching 
more than practicing law 
because he has a lot more 
freedom to research topics of 
interest. 
"My favorite part of being 
a teacher is working with stu­
dents," Dhooge said. 
"It allows me to see people 
during a posi­
tive part of their 
lives. Many 
times when 
people need an 
attorney they 
are not at a high 
point in their 
lives," he said. 
D h o o g e  
earned his 
Jurist Doctorate 
from the 
University of 
Denver. He 
then went to 
G e o r g e t o w n  
and earned his master's 
degree in International Law. 
The last 10 years Dhooge 
was practicing he also taught 
as an adjunct professor of law 
— a professor who contracts 
with a university to teach one 
or two classes at a time. 
Dhooge currently teaches 
Business Law, Commercial 
Law, International Business 
Law and classes in the MBA 
program. 
New retaining wall near 
pool also under construction 
THE PACIFICAN 
In other Pacific construc­
tion, Physical plant is also 
working on a retaining wall 
on the west side of the swim­
ming pool. 
The trailer that was there 
has been removed and in 
order to prevent the hill 
from sliding into the pool a 
wall has to be built, accord­
ing to Joe Kirim, director of 
Physical Plant. 
Erosion has caused the hill 
to fall apart and the wall will 
hold everything back. 
Construction should be 
completed tomorrow, 
weather permitting. 
The pool will be in no 
danger as long as the wall is 
completed soon. 
i a  m  m  m  m  m m m m m  
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Garden 
Continued from page 1 
spiritual journey and 
Pickrell's project is about 
spiritual regeneration. 
"The message I want to be 
heard is a message of peace 
within stillness, " she said. 
Pickrell's earth art is a 
reclamation and restoration 
of the land. 
"I wanted to bring back a 
field of flowers that might 
look as it did before there 
was anything on the banks 
of Calaveras River except 
the Valley itself," she said. 
"I think it's a healing 
something people can enjoy, 
too. The garden is a connec­
tion to bloom where you're 
planted. My grandmothers 
were both avid gardeners." 
Pickrell said that the gar­
den is dedicated to her 
mother's mother, Ruth 
Taylor. 
"Her garden was the size 
'ANGEL 
IPRACTIC 
Dr. Carlos Rangel 
"Where good friends migrate. 
Nightly Happy Hour Specials 
Monday thru Friday 4 - 7 
SI .50 Coors Lite and Bud 
$2.00 Vodka Coolers and Margaritas 
S2.50 Long Island Iced Teas 
Comer of March Lane & Bookside 
952-3825 
The Waterfront Warehouse 
445 W. Weber Ave., Ste# 242 
Stockton, CA 95203 
Phone (209) 948-5070 
Specializing in auto accidents 
I 
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| Campus Crime Report 
April 16. 1998 throuah April 22 , 1998 
Prepared by Shannon Witcher 
Where When Loss 
Towerview Apartments 
THEFT 
Apr. 17 Front license 
plate from 
vehicle. 
Library 
Southwest Hall 
VANDALISM 
Apr. 18-22 Soap dumped in 
fountain. 
Apr. 20 Graffiti 
Larry Heller Drive 
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
Apr. 19 Driver arrested. 
Swimming Pool 
Pharmacy School 
TRESPASSING 
Apr. 21 12 people asked 
to leave. 
Apr. 22 7 people asked 
to leave. 
Larry Heller Drive 
Intoxication 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Apr. 17 Pursuit; driver 
stopped/cited. 
Apr. 17 Student taken to 
hospital. 
D I D  Y O U  K N O W ?  
During this period of time, Public Safety officers provided 98 hours of foot patrol, 1 hour of bike patrol, 
found 9 open windows/doors, provided 4 escorts, assisted 13 stranded motorists and contacted 23 suspi­
cious persons. 
If you have any inquires about any of the information provided in this report, you are encouraged to contact 
Jerry L. Houston, Associate Director of Public Safety at 946-2537 or Extension 2537 from campus phones. 
You may also call anonymously to report any suspicious circumstances or persons. 
Arrest 
Continued from page 3 
Abrams, said he will plead 
not guilty to each of the 
charges in Santa Clara County. 
Before trial for these 
charges Pennypacker planned 
to argue for a bail reduction, 
allowing Abrams not only to 
be released from jail but also 
to be arraigned in San 
Francisco. 
"The [Santa Clara County] 
case is insignificant," 
Pennypacker said. 
If convicted on all Santa 
Clara County charges, 
Abrams could face about 
three years in jail, prosecutors 
said. A conviction on the child 
annoyance charge, however, 
would force Abrams to regis­
ter as a sex offender at each of 
his residences. 
Two years ago, Abrams 
pleaded no contest to charges 
allegedly posed as a Stanford 
football recruiter and asked 
high school football players 
for nude pictures of them­
selves. 
Arata said that in the most 
recent incidents, Abrams did 
not pose as anyone having a 
connection to Stanford. 
The charges in San 
Francisco are even more seri­
ous. 
Last week, Abrams alleged­
ly posed as a police officer and 
told a 13-year-old boy to enter 
his rental car and remove his 
clothes, "ostensibly to search 
for drugs," according to San 
Francisco police. The boy was 
released a couple blocks later. 
Less than an hour after that 
incident, police allege Abrams 
accosted two brothers, ages 12 
and 14, ordering them into the 
car. When the boys refused 
and their mother drove up, 
Coroner: Death of 
Cal grad student 
determined suicide 
pursued by the mother, who 
called the police. 
Abrams was questioned in 
San Francisco regarding the 
second incident and released. 
Bail in San Francisco has 
been tentatively set at 
$500,000, according to San 
Francisco police. If convicted, 
Abrams could face about 11 
years, San Francisco police 
said. 
Despite the charges, 
Pennypacker said Abrams is 
not a danger to society and 
should be given a reasonable 
bail to seek therapy. 
"We've got some very good 
psychiatric opinions on him 
recently that he's not a danger, 
period," Pennypacker said. 
Abrams is being represented 
in San Francisco by James 
Collins, who was unavailable 
for comment Friday after­
noon. 
MAY CHOW 
Daily Californian 
(UC Berkeley) 
The Alameda County 
Coroner's Office has ruled 
that Luis Llorente, the 23-
year-old graduate student 
from Spain whose body was 
found in his International 
House dormitory, commit­
ted suicide late last week. 
According to John 
Prindeville, investigator for 
the Alameda County 
Coroner's Office, Llorente 
used an electrical cord to 
hang himself. 
Prindeville said when 
officers discovered 
Llorente's body, one end of 
the cord was tied to a door­
knob on the closet door and 
the other was tied around 
his neck. 
The final coroner's report 
confirms that Llorente had 
hanged himself with a short 
electrical cord," Prindeville 
said. "Medically, he died by 
asphyxiation due to hang­
ing." 
Prindeville added that 
the exact time and date of 
Llorente's death is still 
unknown because investi­
gators have been unable to 
find witnesses who said 
they saw Llorente on the 
days prior to his death. 
But since Llorente's body 
had already begun decom­
posing, Prindeville said he 
believed Llorente had been 
dead several days prior to 
the day he was discovered 
by the International House 
front desk staff. 
Coroners performed nei­
ther toxicology nor drug 
tests on Llorente because 
there were not any unusual 
circumstances surrounding 
his death, Prindeville said. 
UC police Capt. Bill 
Cooper said investigators 
are trying to close up the 
case. 
This was a definite sui­
cide and (UC police) 
Detective Bruce Bauer j, 
wrapping the case up" 
Cooper said. "The evidence 
we gathered have indicated 
that there was no crime 
involved in this case." 
Llorente was cremated at 
the Chapel of Chimes 
Cemetery and Mortuary in 
Oakland, and his family 
took his remains back to 
Spain. 
According to Tracy 
DeLeon, coordinator for 
Resident Support Services 
at the International House, 
the dormitory does not have 
a specific support group 
geared toward students suf­
fering from depression. He 
said students are referred to 
the Tang Center where they 
can receive professional 
care. 
We don't have a psychol­
ogist or a counselor, so this 
is out of our expertise," 
DeLeon said. "All we can 
do is refer people." 
But he said resident assis­
tants are trained to listen to 
the students. According to 
DeLeon, every resident 
assistant is required to go 
through two weeks of train­
ing at the beginning of each 
semester - totaling 80 hours. 
The RAs receive CPR 
training, the police come 
and a doctor from the Tang 
Center comes to speak with 
all of them," he said. 
Iman Elsayid, 
International House rest 
dent, said although the dor­
mitory's staff provides a 
comfortable environmen 
for foreign students, ot er 
residents are sometimes 
unfriendly. , 
It may seem like a big an 
happy place 
Disneyland, but sometim 
it is a very disgusting an 
c o l d  p l a c e  a t t  
International Hous . 
Elsayid said. 
This makes foreign 
dents feel awkward. 
J 
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Quote of the 
Week 
"Once we 
thought the 
world was 
flat, then 
round. Now 
we know a 
lot of it is 
crooked." 
—E.C. McKenzie 
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Students can help to prevent campus crime 
. _ ^ _—f cbn„ld trv to avoid are beyond the levee on 1 
Everybody should be 
aware of Public Safety by 
now. Students should be 
used to looking out the 
window at random hours 
in the night, and seeing a 
public safety vehicle drive 
eyo  t e levee o  the 
north side of the tennis 
courts. There was an ivy 
growing on the fence that 
cut off all light from the 
courts. There was no emer­
gency phone which made 
the area even more danger­
ous. Recently the fence has 
been taken down due to 
construction. The ivy will 
ble, have a friend escort should try to avoid are 
you." These are all tips Knoles Field and theJJ"^ 
that are simple common around the stadium These 
sense, and should be fol- locations lack sufficient 
j lighting and have only one 
° There are many possible emergency phone in the 
i li  t  m i  un c hazard areas on campus. around the east 
y on patrol. Public Safety South Campus is one such g Grace Covell 
pends countless hours in area. Many s u en Building and Morris 
irder to keep students lab classes tha Chapel is generally not a , 
afe. Is it possible that the after dark and hf^, J idea at night. There is not be put back up, which 
tudents can do something choice but to walk back to g l ht and this will improve the lighting 
or Public Safety? their residence Theseytu ^»fi ^  ^  trees and There are also plans to put 
I am not suggesting that dents shou Y Thege plants are 
ve throw Public Safety a re™ain ° PcrQSS the pleasing to the eyes during 
>arty to demonstrate our vided. Cutti g b ma hlde an 
ippreciation. I am suggest- lawn ^ save time^be thejjt ^ ^  .g 
ng that students try to dangero , nlaces walking at night. If a stu 
nake the responsibilities many trees p ^ d^ mugt walk in tbat 
)f Public Safety easier. We where a s^cien ^ f it would be advisable 
:an do this by trying to hidden from the viewot ^ ^ ^ 
ensure our own safety o^ers. Gvm and side of Grace Covell. The 
when walking around on South Camp Mother lighting is much better, 
-ampus, particularly after 5Pan.°s hazard area. It and although this may be 
dark. The handbook offer- POSS1^ dprent lighting, an inconvenience, it is still 
ig tips on personal safety does a often preferable to possibly •y but this area is onei. £ . d 
deserted at night and^is ^g^ ^  begn Qne of the 
perfect area for a cnmin ^ dangerQUS areas on 
t0K places students campus was the area 
*t> r . 7 
ffered by Public Safety 
ells students to "Avoid 
lark, vacant, or deserted 
reas." It also advises stu-
ents that "if at all possi-
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up an emergency phone on 
the north side of the 
courts, which will make 
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Tornado system needs work 
CHRIS HOFFMAN 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
Recently tornadoes swept 
through southern states caus­
ing immense damage and scat­
tered deaths. Houses and prop­
erty were torn to pieces. Entire 
homes were literally brought 
up from the ground or 
destroyed by the crushing 
weight of fallen trees. More 
than 80 individuals were 
unlucky enough to be counted 
as casualties of the tornadoes. 
The immediate question raised 
by this tragedy is whether 
those that perished could have 
been warned of this impending 
danger? We live in an age of 
technology that has sent 
mankind to the moon. 
Certainly predicting violent 
weather would pose a simpler 
challenge. 
Meteorologists predict 
weather everyday during our 
morning news programs, but 
this is just a prediction. How 
many times have we heard a 
weatherman's pledge of rain, 
only to be caught running 
errands in bright sunshine and 
carrying an umbrella at our 
side? Many tend to question 
weather predictions due to this. 
Despite this doubt, most would 
still carry an umbrella at the 
urging of a weatherman. It is 
only a minor inconvenience. 
One hundred percent accuracy 
of everyday weather predic­
tions is not expected. 
The meteorologists who 
predict tornadoes have a much 
tougher job. If they declare that 
a tornado is expected, the 
alarm sounds and entire towns 
are shut down. This becomes 
much more than a mere incon­
venience. A sense of panic is 
instilled in citizens as they rush 
their families into cover and 
safety. All proceedings 
throughout the town cease as 
the perils of a tornado are 
awaited. Entire areas are effec­
tively shut down and prepared 
for the worse. 
If a tornado rips through a 
town, citizens can fall back on 
the relief that they had enough 
warning to get safety. 
Prediction becomes a valuable 
asset to the community. 
Meteorologists are confident 
that they performed their job 
well. 
What about the instances 
when a tornado does not 
occur? The most common 
replies are complaints that 
towns were shut down for no 
reason. Angry citizens most 
commonly voice feelings of 
discord towards those who 
issued the false alarm. This is 
why meteorologist are wary of 
their predictions and may wait 
until the last minute to warn 
citizens of an impending torna­
do, until they are sure it will 
occur. 
Communities must be care­
ful not to view meteorologists 
predictions too cynically. An 
early warning could very well 
save countless lives. While false 
predictions may be inconve­
nient, these warnings are nec­
essary for the process of devel­
oping accurate predictions. 
Meteorologists pressured by 
towns into only giving a warn­
ing if 99 percent sure will not 
warn towns of tornadoes when 
the first sign begin to appear. 
This gives citizens less time to 
prepare and retreat to places of 
shelter. To silence all warnings 
until the last instances of possi­
ble safety would only endanger 
communities and increase 
casualties. Tornado warnings 
should be accepted as an 
instrument of safety and not 
viewed as an unwelcome 
inconvenience. 
Humphreys College 
LSAT Prep Class 
WHAT YOU WILL 
RECEIVE WITH OUR COURSE: 
Complete Coursebook including lessons and homework in the form of practice tests 
with explanations. This will help you apply the skills and techniques taught in class. 
Two full length released LSAT's. 
Analysis of performance on released Diagnostic Tests 1 and 2, pinpointing strengths and 
weaknesses. This information should help you focus your study time. 
Computersoftware which will enable you to access Kaplan Online containing a practice 
LSAT with numerous analysis functions. 8 F 
Dates/Times: Saturdays, May 2,9,16,30 and June 6,13 at 9:00 a.m. until 
1:00 p.m. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Costs: $275.00 pre-paid (no college credit) 
- compare to others costing $700.00+! 
Enrollment is limited. Pre-registration 
is required. 
Call now to reserve your seat in class! 
6650 Inglewood Ave @ Ben. Holt Dr 
Stockton, CA 95207 209-478-0800 
Question of the week 
COMPILED BY MATT JOHNSON 
Do you feel safe on campus after dark? 
// Yes, because noth­
ing has ever made 
me feel unsafe 
- Kelly Kubota 
Junior 
'No, because I am 
a minority." 
Joann Ong 
Sophomore 
"No, because there 
are a lot of freaks 
that hang out near 
the river." 
Sophomore 
"Definitely, because 
public safety always 
keeps me feeling 
safe, even when I 
walk home from lab 
late at night" 
- Kyle Kato 
Sophomore 
1! 
"Not during my, 
pledging process. 
-John Kissida 
Freshman 
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.Democrats' race for governor: Civil rights, nannies 
and campaign ads mark this year's election season 
. . . . . i j 1 Rr>tV> Phprri and Harrr 
ERIC DEWEES 
Managing Editor 
If you've paid any atten­
tion at all to the recent 
Democratic gubernatorial 
candidate declarations and 
visions of their role as 
California governor, you 
must be as outraged and con­
fused as I am. 
First off, A1 Checci, the 
Northwest Airlines mogul, 
has made claims he marched 
for civil rights with Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. in 
1963. It seems Checci asserts 
that his father, a then FDA 
employee, took young Al, 
age 15, to the "March on 
Washington." Former 
NAACP President Tony 
Alexander said of the inci­
dent, "He's stretching it a lit­
tle bit. It sounds like he 
stretches a lot of things. I 
don't think a lot of people are 
going to be too pleased.' 
Bill Carrick, strategist for 
Democrat gubernatorial can­
didate Jane Harman 
remarked, "I'm sure he fast­
ed with Gandhi and went to 
the leper colony with Mother 
Teresa," on Checci's outra­
geous claim. 
What seems to be even 
more entertaining is that the 
assertion came in the same 
Checci television commercial 
that features Bill Clinton and 
describes Checci as a "leader 
for President Clinton." The 
White House has recently 
demanded that the 
President's likeness not be 
used in any subsequent ads 
for Al Checci. 
On the other side of the 
battlefield, Democrat guber­
natorial candidate Jane 
Harman told a group at a 
recent appearance that she 
envisioned her role as gover­
nor as being "a cheerleader, a 
nurturer and a nanny." The 
governor of California equat­
ed to a nanny? 
The San Jose Mercury 
News said that when asked 
how she would like her 
tombstone to read she 
replied, "She really listened, 
and she really cared about 
being a good mother. The 
report said that, "while 
female candidates for 
statewide office are not a 
new phenomenon...Now 
comes Harman...who uses 
'mommy language' to 
describe herself and her 
role." The report went on to 
say that some of the women 
in attendance who had come 
hoping to support Harman, 
left the meeting "shaking 
their heads." 
Further, according to the 
L.A. Times, Harman says her 
campaign won't focus on 
specifics. Instead, she says, "I 
hope it's about who is this 
human being who's running 
for governor." She recently 
told a crowd in Redding, 
"You're not born instanta­
neous geniuses about every 
policy problem." 
Harman, in a counterat­
tack to Checci's above men­
tioned ad featuring Bill 
IGNAT URE  PHOTOGRAPHY 
2540 Pacific Ave., Suite 1 
Stockton. CA 95204 
(209) 469-2448 
Graduation Portrait Special 
Call to schedule your portrait 
appointment. Indoor / 
outaoor session available 
NOW thru May 31. Don't 
delay, call today and receive 
8 free wallets with order. 
Clinton, has created her own 
ad in which she used old 
footage of a presidential visit 
at which Clinton praised her 
as "a new breed of political 
leader." The White House 
sent a couple of letters to the 
Harman campaign urging 
them not to run the ads, as 
they might confuse voters. 
One of the letters notified 
Harman: "Your intended use 
of President Clinton's image 
and words...can serve only to 
mislead voters regarding the 
president's position." 
Both C ecc  man 
will continue to run their ad 
spots featuring Bill Clinton, 
regardless of the strong 
encouragement to cease com­
ing from the White House. 
Yes, you can expect to see 
Lt. Gov. Gray Davis, third 
Democrat gubernatorial can­
didate, to create and run his 
own political ad highlighting 
Clinton. According to Garry 
South, his campaign manag­
er, Davis has "more pictures 
of President Clinton than any 
other politician" in the race. 
$30 is a fair price for a yearbook 
^ . 1 m3nv ed bv this $30 raise. However 
Dear Editor, 
I am writing in response to 
the editorial which appeared 
in the April 23 edition of The 
Pacifican regarding the propos­
al for a UOP yearbook. Your 
article clearly concluded that 
the addition of $30 to the 
$25,000 we already pay to 
attend this university would 
devastate its student popula­
tion. That the majority of stu­
dents at this institution are 
already so extremely impover­
ished that they could not pos­
sibly afford this increase. 
I simply don't find this to be 
the case. Every time I see stu 
too obvious fact that many 
people on this campus are not 
worried about their expenses. 
I've also heard the excuse that 
"mom and dad are paying for 
it" from students who are buy­
ing the shirts to these parties 
or CDs and sweatshirts in the 
bookstore and charging them 
to their student account. What 
is the difference between that 
and this small additional fee. 
In either case, the majority of 
the students on this campus 
will not feel the effect, or even 
see the bill. 
Of course, I am perfectly 
aware that not all of us are this 
lucky. There are some of us 
<25* 
y , 
of these people I know, nearly 
all of them support the plan. 
They see the benefits of the 
yearbook and realize that in 20 
years the $30 will seem like 
nothing compared to all of the 
memories contained in the 
book. 
If the proposal for the rein­
stallation of a UOP yearbook 
does come to a vote (as I hope 
it does) I urge you all to think 
about die potential benefits of 
such a book. If you weigh 
them against the costs, I think 
you Will all see that a UOP 
yearbook would be an asset to 
the school. 
Sincerely, 
Heather Smith 
V 
i 
\ \  
,  )  
A 
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Should the Secret Service keep every secret? 
SCOTT SWITZER 
Opinion Editor 
There is a new legal privi­
lege backed by George Bush 
and sought by the Clinton 
Administration. This privi­
lege would give Secret 
Service agents the option of 
refusing to testify against the 
President in court. This new 
"legal shield" is most likely 
prompted by the on-going 
investigation of the relation­
ship between President 
Clinton and former White 
House intern Monica 
Lewinsky. 
Should Secret Service 
agents be required to testify if 
called upon, or should agents 
be exempt due to the close 
involvement an agent has 
with the President? This ques­
tion is not easily answered 
but is easily averted. If the 
President was not doing any­
thing that he shouldn't be 
doing, there would be no dan­
ger in allowing Secret Service 
agents to testify in court. 
By exempting Secret 
Service agents from testifying, 
the court would be saying 
that anything the President 
does is all right, as long as the 
court doesn't hear about it. Is 
this the kind of message that 
should be sent to America's 
youth? The message that if 
you are not caught, then you 
have done nothing wrong. 
This is a horrible message and 
is unfortunately already the 
philosophy of too many chil­
dren and young adults. 
Secret Service agents 
should not be allowed to tell a 
Yearbooks are useful 
Dear Editor: 
I strongly disagree with 
your harsh criticism of the 
yearbook proposal in April 
23rd's edition of The Pacifican. 
A yearbook is a fantastic idea; 
every four-year University 
that I know of produces one. 
Why should UOP miss out in 
the opportunity to have a 
book that captures our memo­
ries forever? 
You concluded in your edi­
torial that students would 
object to paying $30 because 
they are already paying 
$25,000 in their tuition, but I 
believe this is a conclusion that 
was based strictly on the 
measly $30 First off, $30 is 
insignificant compared to the 
original sum we pay to go 
here. And second, if we are 
paying so much to attend this 
school, it seems only logical to 
have a book to remember the 
friends we've made, and all of 
our college experiences. 
A journalistically sound 
yearbook serves many pur­
poses to the students, three of 
which are: a history book, a 
record book and a reference 
book. 
The University of the Pacific 
is a revered institution with a 
rich history of tradition. A 
yearbook would chronicle the 
events, activities and students 
of each school year. I feel this is 
important, since there is no 
other book on campus where 
the events and emotions of the 
year are recorded so thorough­
ly-
A yearbook would also 
serve as a record book. In 
today's world of mass infor­
mation, research is important. 
A yearbook would provide a 
place where facts, figures, 
scores and dates are recorded 
as a source of information for 
many years to come. When 
memories begin to fade, the 
photos and names of class­
mates become even more 
important. A yearbook can be 
used as a reference book to 
look up an old friend, or for 
career networking. 
It is obvious to me that we 
as a school and we as individ­
uals need to reinstate the year­
book, With all the useful pur­
poses a yearbook serves I find 
it silly that a student would 
not be willing to pay $30 for 
one. I dare everyone who is 
reading this to go home and 
flip through your high school 
yearbook, if while doing so a 
smile appears on your face or 
a memory pops back into your 
head, I'd encourage you to 
vote in favor of this new pro­
posal. 
Sincerely, 
Christina Hawkins 
court everything the 
President has done, for even 
the President has some right 
to privacy. However, if some 
Secret Service agent is called 
upon to testify in an investi­
gation, that agent should be 
required to divulge anything 
relevant to the case. 
If the secretary of a high-
level executive of some corpo­
ration witnesses that execu­
tive commit a crime, should 
that secretary be required to 
testify? These two scenarios 
are very similar, and the sec­
retary would be required to 
testify. Why is it that the 
Secret Service agent should 
not be required to testify? 
The question to be 
addressed is not the moral 
character of the President in 
this case. Although his moral 
character may be lacking, it is 
not as bad as prosecutors and 
members of the media h„ 
made  o u t .  I f  t h e  P r e s i d e n t  d j -
violate any law, the Seer!! 
Service must testify 
required. If any certain prose 
cutor tries to turn the testing 
7 r 3 §ossiP cirde about 
the President's personal In, 
then that prosecutor is no bet 
ter than he has made the 
President out to be, and has 
no right making judgments 
on the President. 
Celebrat ing Fif ty  Years  
s o< 
s 
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Get ahead this summer with 
courses at CSU, Sacramento! 
' Accelerate your degree program 
' Lighten your spring or fall class load 
* Concentrate on one or two classes 
Retake a class to improve your GPA 
Finish your degree! 
Call us for a FREE CSUS summer catalog, (916) 278-4433, ext. 7922 
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He said. . . She said. . . 
Sexual harassment has become a 
major issue in many business set­
tings. There are two types of sexual 
harassment, "quid pro quo" which 
means that an employee's job, pro­
motion, raise, etc. is contingent 
upon sexual favors, and "hostile 
environment" which includes any 
unwelcome behavior including 
everything from unwanted looks 
to repeated flirtation or fondling. 
Recently many courts have passed 
judgments that make it easier to 
claim hostile environment sexual 
harassment. Some of these rulings 
(and the laws that are based upon 
them) may go too far, and need to 
be careful about what is labeled as 
sexual harassment. 
The problem with hostile envi­
ronment sexual harassment is that 
it is not clearly defined. The 
National Association of Scholars 
stated that, "Some definitions of 
sexual harassment embrace a 
wholly subjective test of its occur-
rence-for example, the com­
plainant having been made to "feel 
uncomfortable." Proof relies not on 
the objective behavior of the sexual 
harasser but on how one person 
perceived that behavior". Under 
this type of definition a single flir­
tatious remark could be construed 
as harassment. The remark may 
not have even been intended to 
express sexual interest. 
Furthermore, recent court rul­
ings have stated that the employer 
can also be held responsible for this 
type of harassment regardless of 
whether or not the employ er was 
aware of the actions. This opens the 
door for frivolous lawsuits filed by 
disgruntled employees. An 
employee could sue a former 
employer based on an isolated inci­
dent that had no effect on the 
employee's status. 
Although it is unlikely that the 
plaintiff would currently win a 
case this weak, laws seem to be 
moving towards a more broad def­
inition of sexual harassment rather 
than a more stringent one. 
Many lawyers and judges are 
appealing to the Supreme Court to 
establish a clearer precedent for 
deciding sexual harassment cases. 
After two courts came to contradic­
tory conclusions in similar cases, 
Darryl Van Duch of the National 
Law Journal wrote, "Conflict 
abounds, some circuits have held 
that an employer's negligence in 
handling such cases is enough to 
trigger a company's liability, while 
others have ruled that a strict liabil­
ity standard should be applied." 
It is currently too easy for an 
individual to claim sexual harass­
ment. The Supreme Court needs to 
clearly define sexual harassment. 
Unfortunately, this is not an easy 
task since what offends one person 
may not offend others. However, 
there is no reason to waste the 
courts time and money on cases 
based on flirtatious comments or 
actions that would not be consid­
ered harassment by the majority of 
the population. ____M 
MIKE COMB 
Paciflc ari Staff 
Writer 
PR Sexual 
Harassment: 
What 
does it 
mean? 
HEATHER 
BRANDT 
Paclflcan Staff 
Writer 
SEXual HARASSment Isn't it 
interesting how two well-defined 
words amass such a mountain of 
misunderstanding? The only thing 
tangible about sexual harassment n> 
the paper on which the definition is 
printed The kind of harassment 
that men and women suffer is most 
likely verbal or physical and (short 
of an eyewitness) impossible to 
prove Legal definitions exist for 
sexual harassment, but justice 
through our government has yet to 
prevail. 
The current federal law recog­
nizes two kinds of sexual harass­
ment: quid pro quo and hostile 
environment Quid pro quo deals 
with claims in which a supervisor 
offers a job, promotion or raise in 
return for sexual favors. Also, if the 
individual does not comply with 
the advances, the supervisor might 
threaten retaliatory action. Hostile 
environment deals with daim* in 
which an employee engages in 
unwelcome sexual behavior that 
creates a hostile or abusive atmos­
phere for any other employee 
What many people don't realize 
is that it is the legal obligation of 
even- employer to provide a work­
place free from sexual harassment 
Sexual harassment is not just a 
reverberation of feminist advo­
cates. It is a serious crime and it can 
happen anywhere to any person-
male or female. The current legal 
protections are not holding up in 
court. Advocates are trying to 
• 
it easier to prove, and hold more 
people responsible. 
If we are not safe on the job, then 
where can we turn' No one wants 
to feel uneasy at his or her work 
establishment Yet that does not 
mean we cannot continue to work 
normally It is not necessary to 
become aware of every move you 
make at work Simply brushing up 
against someone is not sexual 
harassment but continually brush­
ing up against someone and mak­
ing comments is. 
Let me also disprove the myth 
that all sexual harassment is physi­
cal The supervisor who gives the 
best work assignments to employ­
ees who flirt with him is sexual 
harassment. It is iUegal even if the 
'trade' is merely understood and 
not stated outright Sexual harass 
mcnt is simply another form of dis­
crimination yet its basis is not gen-
dec race, or religion, but merely 
sex That means no one is exempt 
No one should put up with 
something that makes him or her 
feel uneasy Sex is human nature 
but it should not be used as a tool in 
the work environment- Remember 
that sexual harassment covers a 
wide range of behaviors, from obvi­
ous acts such as fondling to subtle 
ones such as making suggestive 
remarks Hopefully it will soon be 
easier to prove in the courtroom 
and victims can count on our legal 
system for justice. 
ft 
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Club Highlight 
Modeling to look like the real United Nations 
ALEX ZAMANSKY 
Metro Editor 
One of the smaller, but 
more intellectual clubs here 
on campus deals with a 
combination of politics and 
economics. It's the Pacific 
Model United Nations club 
here at UOP. What makes 
this club stand out from all 
the rest is "it gives students 
a good view of the United 
Nations and its importance 
to the United States as well 
as the world." Students in 
the club vary in terms of 
their majors as some are in 
the School of International 
Studies, some are Political 
Science majors, and there are 
is even one math major. 
Overall the club tries to put 
forth the notion and estab-
Pacifican of the Week 
lish getting students to learn 
and even be able to partici­
pate in conferences put on 
by Model United Nations. 
Advisor Larry Pippin is 
active and supportive of the 
club's events. The most 
recent event was a confer­
ence held in Burlingame 
(near San Francisco). Here a 
mock United Nations ses­
sion was held with each 
member being chosen to 
serve on a different commit­
tee representing different 
countries, drawing up docu­
ments, proposing ideas and 
forming resolutions. 
In talking to member 
Adriana Stankovich, she 
believes the club needs to 
"go to more conferences and 
get more people involved" 
for the club to expand in the 
Students come first 
LARA ZAMANSKY 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
Education is the most 
important focus here at the 
University of the Pacific. 
The Faculty and administra­
tion do their best 
everyday in their 
jobs as teachers 
and advisors to 
ensure that stu­
dents have every 
opportunity to 
rise to their 
potential in the 
academic world. 
Everyone that 
gets accepted to 
UOP is intelli­
gent in some special way or 
in a certain subject. 
Studying and learning is 
made easy when there are 
places you can go to learn 
the basic skills, and there 
are friendly people to help 
you. Fortunately, there is 
such a place right here on 
the UOP campus. In the 
Vivian Synder 
depths of Bannister Hall lies 
one of the most important 
centers here on campus. It is 
called the Educational 
Resource Center. Without 
this center, a lot of students 
would be lost in the world 
of academics. 
However, we have 
a savior. She is the 
director of 
E d u c a t i o n a l  
Resource Center 
(ERC). 
Vivian Synder 
teaches college 
reading and study 
skills. She runs the 
ERC as director of 
all the activities 
that go on there. Snyder 
enjoys her job very much 
because she gets to see stu­
dents overcoming difficut-
lies though they may be dis­
couraged. There always 
seems to be a light at the 
end of the tunnel for these 
See Pacifican, page 14 
future. The Pacific Model 
United Nations club meets 
every Thursday evening at 5 
p.m. in the Bechtel Center, really great experience" 
Meetings are open to anyone says Stankovich, "so come 
and there are no dues. "It's a check it out!" 
Attention: The results are i n . . .  
Do you feel safe walking across campus after 10pm? 
Various student opinions on the 
subject: 
"10pm I am ok with. 3:33, that's 
the time I don't like. You know why. 
- Adam Bute 
"Yes, my imaginary friends protect 
- Michael Kojis 
me! 
"Well, my glock gives me a little 
comfort, but " 
- Mike Birdwell 
COMPILED BY DREW REYES 
You can answer the Pacifican s 
poll each week on the Internet. 
Go to 
"http:/ / pacifican.uop.edu/ 
and follow the Metro link. You 
can be heard too! 
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Stockton and you 
Deciding the policies of Stockton 
donna brown 
Pacifican Guest Writer 
2. Did 
Stockton 
hold any 
event for 
the cele­
brating of 
E a r t h  
Day? If 
so, was it a 
success? 
The City of Stockton did 
not have any activities that 
were held in conjunction 
with the celebration of Earth 
Day. 
2. Who decides when and 
where there will be road con­
struction in the City of 
Stockton? 
Maintenance of roads 
involves both annual resur­
facing or seal coating, and 
reconstruction. The City PVV 
Dept. has a pavement man­
agement program that is 
computerized that, given 
many parameters, recom­
mends treatment in consid­
eration of the life expectancy 
of the street. 
Then an annual contract is 
entered into which takes 
care of the most urgent 
needs for repair. 
Reconstruction of streets 
requires more design and 
more money to accomplish. 
The need for a widened or 
rehabilitated street is guided 
by the present and future 
average daily traffic (ADT) 
on the street, and Public 
Works recommends and pri­
oritizes these projects in the 
5-yr Capital Improvement 
Program (C1P), which goes 
to the Stockton City Council 
each year for approval. 
3. How 
wade? 
are these decisions 
These decisions are made 
through the normal govern­
mental process employed in 
the City Manager/Council 
form of administration. 
Recommendations are made 
by a professional staff and 
the final decision is made by 
the City Council. 
4. What is your impression 
of The Pacifican ? 
I enjoy reading the 
Pacifican each week. The 
articles are always intrigu­
ing and many of the ads are 
from Pacific Avenue busi­
nesses and I live in that area, 
1 find them of interest. What 
1 really find useful are the 
notices of activities at UOP. 
Keep up the good work! 
UOP SUMMER SESSIONS 
Summer 
"It-aining Camp" ^ 
ri over 200 academic courses offered 0 Ove
O "Fast Track" to a Teaching Credential 
0 Complete a course in 3-5 weeks 
0 San Francisco 49ers Summer Training 
Camp (mid-July to mid-August) 
•Mid-Summer Sizzle! 
(Session II) 
Career Exploration 
San Francisco 49ers Summer Training Camp (mid-July to 
mid-August) 
Sponsoring and Sports Joumalism Ca^ 
Summer Escapes to San Francisco & Old Sacramento 
Affordable 
Reduced tuition 
Accessible 
Convenient registration 
No admissions application needed^ 
Available 
Session I 
May 26-June 56 
School of Education: May 86-June 12 
Session II* 
June 89-July 31 
School of Education: June 15-Jtiy 1' 
Session III 
August 3-81 
School of Education: Jtfy 80-Au»jst 81 
For registration information and course catalog call 
University of the Pacific 
Stockton, CA 95211 ,d "5^^ http://www.cs.uop.edu 
"W (209)946-2424 
ifelonq Learning 
Examining drug abuse 
TERI ALLBRIGHT 
Pacifican Guest Writer 
Even if you don't plan to 
be a drug and alcohol coun­
selor, you may face a prob-
em — your own or some­
one else's — with drug 
abuse in your personal or 
professional life. Special 
Issues," one of the courses 
in UOP's Drug and Alcohol 
Counselor certificate pro­
gram, is open to UOP stu­
dents as well as those earn­
ing a certificate. 
Instructor Ticka Simon-
Rosseto, health educator at 
UOP's Cowell Health 
Center and coordinator of 
the Crossroads Substance 
Abuse Program, will exam­
ine the public health model 
of intervention, HIV/AIDS, 
and other sexually trans­
mitted diseases. Women's 
issues, cultural issues, and 
issues for the physically 
challenged will be covered. 
"This course will give 
UOP students a chance to 
look at the big picture of 
substance abuse issues," 
said Simon-Rossetto, "fac­
tors that influence school, 
work and family." 
"Special Issues" meets 
Friday, May 1, 5-7 pm 
Saturday, May 9, 1 am -
4pm in Weber 104. The cost 
is $85 plus a $5 materials fee 
for one unit extended edu­
cation unit 
To register for 
any Life Long 
Learning class, 
call Lifelong 
Learning at 946-
2424 or stop by 
McConchie Hall. 
JUST 
YOUR 
TYPE 
• Term Papers 
• Resumes 
• Dissertations 
943-7713 
Close to Campus 
Mon. - Fri. 
Psychic Readings 
Helpful advice on all problems 
past. present. future 
With this ad-
card readings $10 
palm readings $5 
Patricia 
1119 E. Harding Way 
(209) 463-2203 
_ Happy Hour 4-7 
.75 off every dnnk except bottoled beer 
Ladies Night _ Wednesday 
$1.50 well drinks & 'l$l 50 draft." 
Thursday -
% 
Complimentary soday for 
1 all designated drivers 
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We'd like to congratulate all of our new Brothers that were just initiated last week! 
- After hard work and dedication, they have all become brothers that will undoubtedly 
play a crucial part in the house as well as on campus. Meanwhile things have not 
F slowed down for the house itself. After playing in a couple of intramural champi-
K onships before Easter weekend, we have been keeping ourselves busy with communi-
A ty service projects. We participated in the Week of Give which proved to be a great time 
jyj for everyone involved. We would definitely be interested in doing that again in the 0 
future. We have also been involved in an Adopt-A-Highway day and in a car wash that j-j 
all of our Brothers put on. In the near future, we plan to do one more service project 
O and begin planning the ones for next year. We'd like to wish you all the best of luck as 
EI finals approach and once again congratulations to our new Brothers! Make sure to 
0 keep an eye out for all those new Phi Delts!) 
p 
2 Alpha Kappa Lambda 
T The Men of Alpha Kappa Lambda had a very successful philanthropy event this past 
Y Saturday. We hosted the Big Brothers and Big Sisters of Stockton program for a day of 
£2 sports and games. The children had a great time and were very grateful. The event 
^ was organized by Eric Kaw, our philanthropy chair, who is an active participant in the 
^ Big Brothers program. We would like to give a special thanks to the Pacific 
Cheerleading team for their participation; everyone enjoyed watching the stunts. The 
" kids are looking forward to it again in the fall. We have also been working hard to 
X  e s t a b l i s h  a  b e t t e r  a l u m n i  r e l a t i o n s  p r o g r a m .  T h e r e  h a s  b e e n  a  l o t  o f  s u p p o r t  f r o m  o u r  X  
A  a l u m n i  i n  t h e  p a s t  a n d  w e  a r e  d o i n g  o u r  b e s t  t o  r e c o g n i z e  t h e i r  h a r d  w o r k .  A  
£ Accordingly, we are hosting a luncheon at our chapter house for them on May 9th. 
^ Students: Please feel free to stop by our house whenever you would like. There'll 
^ always be someone there who would be happy to show you around. 
K Archania 
A  
Last Saturday, Archania's Fireman's Fling party brought some much needed life back 
^ to fraternity circle. The music was bumping, the fire trucks were pristine-clean, and we 
all enjoyed an excellent Saturday party Archania style! However, Since our house bud-
get has been skimpy at best lately, Fling might have unfortunately been our last party 
EI of this semester. IT 
0  This week also brought with it Archania elections. Nearly all positions in the house 0  
p  w e r e  r e p l a c e d  w i t h  f r e s h  n e w  f a c e s ,  s o  w e  a r e  a l l  l o o k i n g  f o r w a r d  t o  t h e  a d d e d  i n t e n -  p  
^ sity of the new officers in the weeks to come. It is interesting to speculate what plans y 
and initiatives our new executive board has prepared for us, but I'm sure this new 
1 chapter in Archania's history will be as bright as the rest, if not brighter. T 
Y An d  l a s t  b u t  n o t  l e a s t ,  n e x t  S u n d a y  i s  A r c h a n i a ' s  M o m ' s  a n d  D a d ' s  D a y !  I t ' s  t i m e  t o  Y  
£2 break out our best suits and ties, and enjoy an afternoon with our parents. Parent's Day £2 
£ is also fun because we get to see what types of combinations of faces were necessary for ~ 
producing the bros that we know today, should be interesting. 
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For Rent 
Drake Apartments 
838 W. Stadium 
Across the Street from UOP 
Large Two Bedrooms. One bathroom 
Stove. Refrigerator, 
.eiling fans. Window Air Conditioning 
Laundry hook-ups 
Owner pays water/sewer and trash. 
MOVE IN SPECIAL 
TWO WEEKS FREE 
Rent as low as 
$595.00 with 
term lease! 
CALL MARGARET AT 
P.M.E. 
465-5000 EXT. 126. 
long 
STOCKTON'S ONLY 
Drive Thru Espresso 
featuring: Espresso Roma, Berkeley's Best 
We only use Pacific Coast NATURAL BEEF and pork... 
Their feed is a sweet granola of corn and grains... 
The old fashioned way. 
•World's First Oyster Burrito • Fresh Fish Tacos 
• Jumbo Garlic Prawns • Rotisserie Chicken 
• Fresh Squeezed Lemonade • Carne Asada (grilled steak) 
• Carnitas (roast pork) 
Phone Orders: (209) 952-6261 
4601 Pacific Avenue (one block south of March Lane) 
We accept ATM, VISA, Discover, & Mastercard 
F R E S H  »  N A T U R A L  •  N O  L A R D  
ami: GREEKS! 
May 7 is the will be the last issue of The Pacificnn 
for the semester. Make sure to get your greek' 
announcements in by Friday, May 1. 
TUESDAY NIGHT IS 
COLLEGE NIGHT 
at Valley Brewing Co.I 
Happy Hour Beer Prices 
Discount food specials 
(with Student ID) 
8-11 p.m. 
• Outdoor patio 
• Excellent food 
• Specialty brews 
• Casual atmosphere 
Is this a great place 
to be or what? 
Open daily for lunch and dinner 
157 W. Adams Street, Stockton 
464-2739 
41 YEARS of QUALITY 
"Manny's" 
$a/i/bmta 
• C • A • F • E • 
Breast of Chicken Sandwich 
Marinated Carved fiom the Bone 
"Stockton's Bes '^ 
Hamburger 
100% Pure Ground Fresh Chuck. All 
natural Pacific Coast Grain Fed Beef 
Rotisserie Chicken 
with Fresh Herbs 
Barbequed Beef Sandwich 
from our Wood Burning Oven 
Rotisserie Roasted 
Breast of Turkey 
Sandwich 
Fresh Pacific Red Snapper 
Fish and Chips 
Now Serving 
Fresh Deep Fried Blue 
Pacific Oysters 
Freshly Steamed 
Artichokes 
Salads 
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade 
"STOCKTON'S BEST" 
FAST FOOD CAFE 
1612 Pacific Ave. 
463-6415 
ATM, VISA, Diicomr & MasterCard 
OREY 
THE ONE AND ONLY 
MATCHMAKER 
WHAT IS THE MEDIA 
SAYING ABOUT ORLY? 
The Phil Donahue Shov; J, 
"Orly is a Unique personal matchmaker.. 
Ron Reagan Show 
"Oely, born a matchmaker..." 
Sally Jesse Rafael Show 
"Orly's service is designed for the 
professionals..." 
AM Los Angeles Show 
"two of Orly's clients were married live or 
the show...The wedding of the year" 
Eyewitness News (ABC) 
"Orly, world renowned matchmaktr 
KTLA Morning News 
"Orly, matchmaker in action..." 
Jewish T.V. Network 
"Orly is a real marrige broker..." 
Montell Williams Shov; 
"Orly's clients are simply top of the line... 
Cleveland Tonight Show 
"Orly a touch of class..." 
Orange County News Char.nei 
"Orly champagne wishes..." 
Am Northwest Show, Oregon 
"Orly the one and only matchmaker. 
Good Evening Seattle Show 
"Orly is an investment in your future... 
The Dimi Petty Shov;, Canada 
Orly has a sixth sense..." 
National Enquirer 
"Orly has a dream date for you... 
Orange County Register 
"Orly has a match for the sincere Single 
The Heritage Weekly 
"Orly is nationally and international!) 
known..." 
Los Angeles Times 
"Orly matches the rich and successful. 
Dallas Morning Newspaper ^ 
Orly made countless introductions 
Beverly Hills Today 
Orly is the Rolls Royce of matchmaking 
KFI Talk Radio 
Orly, a matchmaker with a sixth sen 
WLAC Nashville Radio 
Orly is a celebrity matchmaker... 
FREE 
TO MINUTES I'llONF (XlNSl ' ' 
(310) 659-7337 «^FRI.VJ«'-' 
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Look to see The 
Pacifican's 'Welcome 
Back Guide" coming to 
Pacific in mid August. 
:  as 
What's Up Dor 
Contraceptive Technology study finds 
condom use in Nevada brothels safe bet 
H O L I D A Y  
C I N E M A  8  
6262 West Lane 956-5680 
-i— Bargain Matinees in () 
4s Advance Ticket Sales 
Available at the Box Office 
•—> 
Black Dog - R 
Daily: (2:35.5:00) 7:10.9:40 
Early Show Fri-Sun (12:15) 
Les Miserables - PG13 
Daily: (2:00,4:40) 7:25,10:05 
Early Show Fri-Sun (I 1:25) 
Suicide Kings - R 
Daily: (2:45,5:05) 7:15,9:45 
Early Show Fri-Sun (12:20) 
The Big Hit - R 
Daily: (2:40,4:50) 7:20,9:35 
Early Show Fri-Sun (12:35) 
Object of My Affection - R 
Daily: (2:05.4:35) 7:30.9:50 
Early Show Fri-Sun (I 1:30) 
Species II - R 
Daily: (4:30) 9:25 
early Show Fri-Sun (12:10) 
Odd Couple II-PG 13 
Daily: (2:15) 7:05 
The Players Club - R 
Daily: (4:45) 7:35,9:55 
Mercury Rising - R 
Daily: (2:30) 7:40 
Barney's Great 
Adventure - G 
Daily: (2:20) 
Early Show Fri-Sun (12:25) 
Goodwill Hunting - R 
Daily: (4:55) 10:00 
Early Show Fri-Sun:(I 1:45) 
Friday -Thursday 5/01 - 5/07 
SARAH GRIMES, M.D. 
Pacifican Guest Writer 
I recently attended the 
Contraceptive Technology 
conference in San Francisco. 
1 had the pleasure of listen­
ing to Alexa Albert, a fourth 
year student from Harvard 
Medical School, discuss her 
study of condom use among 
prostitutes in Nevada, the 
only state where commer­
cial sex is legal. 
In 1986, the Nevada 
Board of Health began 
requiring a negative initial 
HIV antibody test and nega­
tive monthly tests thereafter 
as a condition of brothel 
employment. No women 
employed at any of the 
Nevada brothels have test­
ed positive. 
This is in sharp contrast 
to the rate of positive HIV 
tests among other female 
prostitutes in the United 
States. To further prevent 
the transmission of HIV, the 
THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE 
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING 
INTO DEBT. 
Under the Army's 
Loan Repayment 
program, you could get 
out from under with a 
three-year enlistment. 
Each year you serve 
on active duty reduces 
your indebtedness by one-
third or $1,500, which­
ever amount is greater, 
up to a 865,000 limit 
Hie offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans, 
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not 
in default 
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits 
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter. 
(209) 951-3541 
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.' 
www.goarmy.com 
Nevada legislature also 
enacted a mandatory 
condom law in 
1988. 
From 
setting 
Albert 
lected USED 
c o n d o m s  
from 41 
l i c e n s e d  
prostitutes 
employed 
in three 
brothels. 
Condoms 
were used 
for every 
act of vagi­
nal inter-
c o u r s e .  
There were 
no condom 
breaks in 353 acts of 
vaginal intercourse. 
Only twice (0.6%) did 
c o n d o m s  
completely 
fall off dur­
ing with­
drawal. Tabulated 
results from the pre­
vious year showed a 
breakage rate of 1 in 
839 acts of vaginal 
intercourse. 
T h e  
— women's 
^explana­
tions for 
c o n d o m  
. breakage 
included: 
decreased 
vaginal lubrica­
tion (50%); 
improper condom 
use (such as use of 
oil lubricants, use of 
old condoms, not 
leaving space at the 
condom tip) (34%); 
vigorous intercourse 
(25%); manufacturing 
defects (25%); and use of 
condoms of improper 
sire (7%). 
The strategies to 
prevent breakage 
reported by these 
professionals included con­
stant monitoring of the con­
dition of the condom and 
the use of water-soluble 
lubricants. 
One prostitute compared 
monitoring condom condi­
tions during intercourse to 
driving a car with frequent 
glances in the rear-view 
mirror. Both actions are 
necessary to prevent acci­
dents. 
The exciting take home 
message here is that this 
study supports the use of 
condoms giving men and 
women an effective and 
readily available option for 
protected sex. Correct and 
consistent use of condoms 
with ATTENTION TO 
DETAIL can provide protec­
tion against HIV, sexually 
transmitted diseases and 
pregnancy. If you choose to 
be sexually active, remem­
ber these tips from the pros. 
It is saving their lives and it 
could save yours. 
The Pacifican is currenlty seeking qualified applicants to fill positions available 
for the 1998-1999 year. Positions available include: 
• Staff Writers - All sections •Advertising Sales Reprentative 
• News Editor • Assistant Business Manager 
• Photo Editor • Production Manger 
• Marketing Director • Production Staff 
Applications are available from our office on the 
third floor ot Hand Hall above KUOP 
C>VV 
R4K/H4IL 's4 
CfNTmO* 
We Ship Anything, Anywhere 
Hradtd homr? H«d 10 P* Mad first 
Pak Mail has boxes sod all raovmj suppbes | 
w safely pacU«e your hekwtfinfs *c~ | _ _ __ _ 
5 UPS SHIPPING ;XS!52iS35i« 
10% OFF 
i mr 
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Phi Delta Kappa: 
Adding a 
piece to 
the pie 
TOM HOPKINS 
Pacifican Guest Writer 
A group of students recent­
ly formed a new appendage to 
the University of the Pacific 
Chapter of Phi Delta Kappa. 
This is probably one of the 
first of these groups to join 
PDK throughout the 
International organization, 
since undergraduate prospec­
tive teachers were invited to 
join. 
Phi Delta Kappa is an orga­
nization that provides leader­
ship, service, and research to 
Education. It is considered 
one of the most prestigious in 
the nation. The University of 
the Pacific Chapter is one of 
the oldest and most active 
chapters. It serves the educa-
RHA Update 
Pacifican 
Continued from page 10 
Members of Phi Delta Kappa at a recent organization function. 
tors in San Joaquin County. 
On Sunday, April 19th, 
these students were initiated 
into the organization at the 
home of Bill McKeever. They 
had an orientation, question 
and answer time, and a cere­
mony for swearing in as mem­
bers. This was followed by a 
BBQ and potluck in the large 
and beautiful backyard of the 
McKeevers. 
The organization was 
founded under a committee of 
UOP Chapter officers: Tom 
Hopkins (chair), Bill 
McKeever, and Jean Feuille. 
Paige Padgett gave valued 
assistance to its formation. 
Student officers are Erin 
Baxter, President; Sandi 
Matlock, VP; Michelle Wong, 
Historian; Blandon Yee, 
Treasurer; Moira Patterson, 
Secretary; Andrea Snyder, 
Laison; and Kelly Mahoney, 
Community Service. 
The UOP Chapter is very 
excited about this group. They 
are bright, active, energetic, 
and fantastic people whom we 
welcome to Education. 
students. At the ERC there 
are tutors available and it 
can be used as a place to 
study and learn. Students 
come to the ERC all the time 
in need of assistance in 
improving their study 
skills, test taking/note tak­
ing skills and every other 
kind of skill you could pos­
sibly need to help you suc­
ceed here at UOP. 
Snyder attended school 
at Southern Illinois at 
Carbondale where she 
majored in education. She 
always wanted to teach 
English at a high school 
level, but at the time when 
she was ready to find a job 
there was not too much 
available to her. Snyder 
then began her career as a 
English teacher at the col­
lege level and has loved 
teaching college students 
ever since. 
Snyder is very busy as 
both a teacher and the 
Director of ERC. During the 
week she teaches English. 
Snyder is busy attending 
many meetings and seeing 
individual students. Snyder 
put together a very helpfun 
booklet called: "Strategies 
For Success At UOP." The 
booklet gives the reader 
pointers on how to study 
properly, how to read a 
book, how to take a test and 
many other things. 
Snyder is very proud of 
the programs at ERC, espe­
cially one that has just 
recently begun. It is called 
" S u p p l e m e n t a l  
Instructions". The program 
is a form of tutoring ir 
which undergraduate sup 
plemental instruction lead­
ers are assigned to sections 
of courses in which students 
are having difficulty. The 
program is just getting 
started and is on its way to 
becoming one of the best 
tutorial programs at ERC. 
Snyder works very hard 
at her job and loves seeing 
students succeed. She 
would be more than happy 
to assist anyone in neeu, so 
go visit her in Bannister 
Hall. 
n n n u f j u u tc 
A niqht at the movies sponsored by RHA 
.TT . • . .1- ...;m Cooic rnmina ,m Mav 10. there will be a re- ing acaden 
HENRY CHAN 
Pacifican Guest Writer 
RHA will be helping stu­
dents to relax by hosting 
"Movie Nights" during the 
month of May. These movies 
may not be big money block­
busters, but they will spark 
nostalgia to people who 
remember a time when you 
had less to worry about and 
when clothes fit evenly. 
"Movie Nights" will ignite a 
nostaligic blast that will 
remind of you of such movies 
like Breakfast Club and 
Sixteen Candles. RHA feels 
that these will give students 
the opportunity to be able to 
relax with finals coming up 
and stress levels rising. 
Entrance is free, but seating is 
limited. Showing will take 
place in the McCaffrey Center 
Theater at 8pm on May 3, May 
9, and May 10. On May 3, 
"Breakfast Club" will be 
shown. On May 9, "Sixteen 
Candles" will be showing. On 
y ,
showing of the "Breakfast 
Club". So come and take a 
load off, but make sure you 
arrive early because seating is 
liminted. 
RHA has also elected a new 
secretary. This past week, Erin 
Westfall was elected to the sec­
retary position for the upcom­
ing academic year. RHA looks 
forward to having her as a part 
of the executive council. 
The position for Activities 
Director remains vacant. For 
more information leave a note 
with your name and number 
in the RHA President's box in 
the Residential Life & Housing 
Office. 
Give us your input by completing The Pacifican 
reader survey currently being circulated on 
campus. If you would like to participate in the 
survey but haven't had the opportunity to, stop by 
our web site at "http://pacifican.uop.edu" and let 
your opinion be known. 
Thursday Night Specials  
Miller Beer Specials 
You KeepThe Glass! 
New Outside Patio Seating 
7 Satellite TV's 
Now Open on Saturday & Sunday at 9:00 A.M. 
2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. #4 • STOCKTON. CA 95207 
(209) 478-6290 
GUIDE'S 
pizza & pub 
I LUNCH or DINNER J WE DELIVER !!! 
I JUST FAX YOUR 0 R Df^ 
I WE'LL BRING IT T O  Y O  
(Thirsty Thursdays $3.50 Pitchers) | 
PIZZA - RAVIOLIS 
SANDWICHES 
MICRO & DOMESTIC BEERS 
DARTS • 3 TVS 
472-0783 
4415 PACIFIC AVENUE 
NEED A MENU7 
WE'LL FAX YOU ONE 
FAX # 472-7326 J 
G U I D I ' S  
UOP SPECIALS 
SMALL; 1 TOP S6.9 
MEDIUM: 1 TOP 
LARGE; 1 TOP $8q9y9 L I°- - 1 
I 
I 
HOURS: SUN-THURS. 10AM TO 10 PM • FRI-SAT 10AM Tg_l2AN-
T-T 
T H E P A C I F I C A N 
MISSY DUBOIS 
CALENDAR EDITOR 
946-2114 
Thursday; 
April 30, 1998 
Le Lv Hayslip (author 
of Heaven and Earth 
Changed Places) 
Her story of the Vietnam 
War 
7:30 p.m. 
Faye Spanos Concert Hall 
Free and open to public 
Pacific Libraries 
1997/98 Lecture Series 
"Mining Technology & the 
Environment: a Modern 
Perspetive on an Old 
Industry" 
3:30 p.m. 
ALENDAR THE Paufican Ami 30, 1998 Paoe 15 
Taylor Conference Room 
Beginning 
Interna tional 
Folkdance 
5:00 - 6:30 p.m. 
South Campus Gym 
Free, wear soft-soled shoes 
For more information call 
Don Kropp at 847-4439 
Chi Alpha Christian 
Fellowship 
Prayer Meeting 
7:00 a.m. -8:00 a.m. 
Z-Building West 
InterVarsity Pacific 
Christian Fellowship 
Weekly Meeting 
cram for summer.] 
Just $19 with this ad.* 
It s a great way to store everything for the summer Just bong your stuff to out 
You pack it. You lock it. You keep the key Well store the container for you. 
It's the most inexpensive way to store this summer. From Pubic Stcage 
Pickup & Delivery,91 America's self-storage leader. 
Drive a little. Save a lot 
s Public Storage. 
nek up tMterf 
Stockton 
4360 Pock lone, Suite 400 
(N*Y W.uSArehfcLgoWnUotoetUt, 
'<9* ofl toe* In., Ntaid Food < U«) 
209-2344)244 
~>ytb eel ftsset tddfc see* ee»i tta **** f • 
or igBi#.-d OmU Ctf Ctv t-pro •*«* '»» 
6:00 -11:00 p.m. 
McCaffrey 
Conference Room 
Center 
Friday; 
May 1, 1998 
Baseball, COP vs. New 
Mexico State 
12:00 p.m. 
Billy Hebert Field 
For ticket information call 
946-2UOP 
A Little Night Music 
8:00 p.m. 
Long Theatre 
General admission $10, $5 
for seniors, faculty, staff and 
UOP students 
For more information call 
946-2UOP 
Chi Alpha Christian 
Fellowship 
Weekly Meeting 
8:00 p.m. 
Z-Building West 
Saturday, 
May 2, 1998 
18th Annual 
International Spring 
Festival 
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Baxter Way (the walkway 
from Casa Jackson and 
Jessie Ballantyne) 
For more information con­
tact ASUOP at 946-2233. 
Chi Alpha Yard Sale 
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
869 W. Euclid (Corner of 
Kensington Dr.) 
All proceeds go towards 
their missions trip to 
Hungary 
Baseball, COP vs. New 
Mexico State 
12:00 p.m. 
Billy llebert Field 
For ticket information call 
946-2UOP 
SANTA CLARA 
U N I V E R S I T Y  
LOOKING FOR.. .  
• Smaller Classes in Over 
20 Disciplines? 
• Challenging and 
engaging Foculty? 
• Affordable Tuition at 
$143 per Unit? 
• Open Enrollment and 
Easy Transfer of Mast 
Units? 
• 3, 3, or 10 Week 
Sessions — Day and 
Night Courses? 
• One year of O-Chem or 
Pfcysks in 9 Weeks? 
• Study Abroad Courses 
in England, Italy, 
Mexico A Cuba? 
THEN, 
Think... Santa Clara!!II 
SESSION I :  June It-July 34, 199» 
SESSION II: July 27-Sept. 7, 1998 
SESSION III: June 15-August 14, 199t 
SESSION IV: June It-Sept. 2, 199t 
SESSION V: Study Abrood (dates vary) 
4 0 8 - 5 5 4 - 4 8 3 3  
Call now for more information or to 
receive o 199$ Summer Catalog or e-mail 
us at: SCUSummerPmoiler.ttu.edu. 
Visit our wobsite at: e or.
http://www/scu.edu/SCU/Peput Intents/ArtsondStiences/Summer 
Spaces 
Are 
Limited 
l * *eve\ «PaceS * taC* 
* <**"codes * ** 
DOOR 
ALARMS 
on every vn 
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Introducing Javas 
New Smoothie 
Juice Bar 
A UugeswWtJon of real fmlt smoothie* t»L«<Ld w»h a choice | 
<4 real Urttit and yogurt, 
Vour MttOOthie can become a bodybuilding supplement 
with your choice of nutritional supplement*. 
Drink your luni-k without the PAX, with a protein ahalut or a 
mass building (Uw. 
Our lira- menu includes Creatine Monohydiate and LEAN 
MASS. 
We are not just an Expresso Bar! 
Java Aroma 
2233 Grand Canal Blvd. 
Suite 102 
Stockton CA 9520"; 
Tel: (209) 952 5252 
Fax (2091 476 1633 
Hawaiian Club Luau 
5:30 p.m. 
Alex G. Spanos Center 
$10 for UOP students, $15 
for all others, tickets sold at 
the door 
Symphonic Wind 
Ensemble and 
Universe Co„un 
A Little Night Music 
8:00 p.m. 
Long Theatre 
General admission $10, $5 
for seniors, faculty, staff and 
UOP students 
For more information call 
946-2UOP 
Eric Hammer, Conductor 
3:00 p.m. 
Faye Spanos Concert Hall 
General admission $3r fri 
to UOP students and ch 
dren under 12 
For more information c 
946-2415 
Campus Apostolic 
Fellowship 
Prayer Meeting 
9:00 p.m. 
Morris Chapel 
A Little Night Music 
5:00 p.m. 
Long Theatre 
General admission $10, Si 
for seniors, faculty, staff anc 
UOP students 
For more information cal 
946-2UOP 
Sunday, 
May 3, 
Baseball, UOP vs. New 
Mexico State 
Picnic & Pops Concert 
3:00 p.m. 
Hand Hall Lawn 
11:00 a.m. 
Billy Hebert Field 
For ticket information cal 
946-2UOP 
Hawaii Club 
Weekly Meeting 
o space 
SELF STORAGE 
March Lane — — — . a k k .  
Rose Marie Lane 
N 
•u 
A mister, 
X space WjH. 
> 
< Bianctu Rd. 
(w 
*£ 
Brook side Rd. 
Calaveras River 
STOCKTON 
am) 476-9800 
4223 Pacific Ave. 
! I 
APRIL 30, 1997 
2:00 -4:00 p.m. 
McCaffrey 
Conference Room 
-CALENDAR PAGE 17 
Center 
Monday, 
May 4, 1998 
Campus Apostolic 
fellowship 
Worship Service 
7:00 p.m. 
McCaffrey Center 
Conference Room 
Tuesday, 
May 5, 1998 
Conservatory of Music 
Composer's Club 
Concert 
8:00 p.m. 
Faye Spanos Concert Hall 
Free and open to public 
For more infromation call 
946-2UOP 
THE PACIFICAN 
Classifieds 
r HELP WANTED ] 
Camp Counselors needed: 
Youth exper. & refs. 
GHorseback ride/ water­
front/ swim/ rock climb. SF 
East Bay 510-283-3795 or 
email roughit@aol.com 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Diverse entertainment firm 
is seeking a part-time pro­
motional assistant for it's 
adult entertainment divi­
sion. You must be flexible 
& willing to work an occa­
sional late night. Call 889-
1199 & leave a message 
expressing your interest. 
I Starting wage is $6.05/hr. 
E0E 
Summer Employment: 
I High Sierra Resort hiring for 
[all or part of the summer. 
(Salary plus room & board 
(530) 676-1370. 
FOR SALE 
1989 Mitusubishi Eagle 
Summit. $2500. Call 
Andrew Etchison @ 467-
8435 
Comfortable living... 
at Adobe Haciendas 
Spacious 1 & 2 Bedrooms 
• QUIET & SHADY 
' AJINVITING SWIMMING POOLS 
• PRIVATE BALCONIES & PATIOS 
•2 NEW LAUNDRIES 
• AIR CONDITIONED 
• CAS INCLUDED 
'FREE BASIC CABLE 
NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH PROGRAM 
ON-SITE SECURITY 
478-1950 
^GATEWAY CT OFF EL DORADO & MARCH LN 
CLOSE TO MALLS 
& COLLEGES 
M.E.C.H.A. 
Weekly Meeting 
8:00 p.m. 
Bechtel International 
Center 
Yard Sale - come find expen­
sive furniture and supplies 
to furnish your apartment 
or dorm room! Chi Alpha is 
holding a yard sale on Sat., 
May 2 at 869 W. Euclid, on 
the corner of Kensington 
Dr. All proceeds will go 
towards student missions 
trip to Hungary. 
EUROPE - SUMMER '98 239 
(each way plus taxes) 
Mexico/Caribb - $209-5249 
R/T HAWAII - $119 o/w Call 
8 0 0 - 8 3 4 - 9 1 9 2  
http://www.airtech.org 
Mexico or Hawaii only $250 
r/t. Europe $239 o/w. 
Other worldwide destina­
tions cheap. ONLY TER­
RORISTS GET YOU THERE 
CHEAPER! Air Tech (212) 
219-7000 or (800) 575-Tech. 
www.airtech.com 
Tuesday World 
Forum' 
12:00 p.m. 
Bechtel 
Center 
Free, lunch provided for $3.75, 
free for students with ID 
International 
Wednesday, 
May 6, 1998 
CROSSROADS 
Group Meeting 
6:45 -9:00 p.m. 
Z-Building West 
Qiit 
€ 0/ ^  
You may be eligible for up to $2200.00 a month plus bonuses, 
while you're still in school through the Navy Nuclear 
P r o p u l s i o n  O f f i c e r  C a n d i d a t e  P r o g r a m .  
If you meet the following requirements you can step out of 
the ordinary and into an extraordinary experience. Get your 
start in nuclear power where nuclear power got started 
....the Navy. 
* Majoring in engineering, matb, pbgsies, or ebemistrg 
' United State* citizen 
' Completed sapbom ore gear 
' Minimum 1.0 CPA 
' Completed / gear of calculus d ealeu/a*-ba*ed pbgsie* 
' Meet Navg physical standard* 
For more information call the Engineering Program* Officer at 
(800) 345-6289 or email questions to nrd*anfranl®earthlinh.net. 
Navy. Let The Journey Begin. 
&h :f Anftop 
Nationally-known editor to speak 
JULIE ANTON 
Living Editor 
A captivating speaker and 
storyteller, Sandra 
Haldeman Martz will be 
speaking at the Stockton 
Women's Network luncheon 
meeting on Wednesday, May 
6, at the Radisson Hotel 
Stockton. Her best-selling 
anthology series celebrating 
women's lives brought us 
"When 1 Am An Old Woman 
I Shall Wear Purple" (winner 
of the 1991 American 
Booksellers Book of the Year 
Honors Award and two 
Benjamin Franklin Awards), 
"If I Had My Life To Live 
Over I Would Pick More 
Daisies", and several more 
award winning books. 
Martz will discuss her 
newest book, "At Our Core: 
Women Writing About 
Power," which explores 
another profound issue for 
women - the concept of 
power in women's lives. 
Fifty-six stories and 
poems and fifteen pho­
tographs articulate the awe­
some breadth and subtlety of 
what power - intellectual, 
emotional, physical and spir­
itual - means to women. 
Martz will also describe 
her experience of hitting the 
"glass ceiling" after 20 years 
in corporate America and 
then creating the publishing 
company, Papier-Mache 
Press, which focuses on 
developing books about 
women's concerns such as 
aging, life choices, and 
empowerment. 
For time and location 
information contact Denise 
Marengo at 956-2111. 
JULIE ANTON 
Living Editor 
Mother's Day at UOF 
made jam and bev^p 
offered. MUSK 
The Anderson Y Center is 
proud to present the 67th 
Annual Strawberry Breakfast, 
Sunday, May 10 from 8:00 a.m. 
to 1:00 p.m. 
Held at the University 
of the Pacific's Regents Dining 
Room and Patio, this event cele­
brates 119 years of service to the 
by UOP students aw 
Ticket prices are $8 
$4 for student/you^^ 
child^ und^&^d. 
Tickets can ^  P from 
door, or in 
Anderson Y c0fl1 
Wfpadfica^ Knoles and 1 aa 
Burns Tower^^ 
community. J your niu';" wi 
A breakfast of fresh strawber- y011 pother's DaYin S' 
nes, gourmet scrambled eggs, bra 
freshly baked biscuits, home-
For more can 
946-2444. 
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Hawaii Club's seventh 
annual luau on May 2 
it TT re AWTnN $15 for the ?PNP«i „„LI: JULIE ANTON 
Living Editor 
University of the Pacific's 
Hawaii Club is excited to 
bring another authentic and 
entertaining luau to our cam­
pus on May 2. This year's 
event will be held in Alex 
Spanos Center and will 
include dinner and live enter­
tainment by Hawaii Club 
members. 
Doors open at 5:30 p.m. 
with dinner served at 6:00 
p.m. This year's menu 
includes Kalua pig and teriya-
ki chicken, along with many 
other island delights. 
Included in the luau ticket 
price of $10 for students and 
 f r t e general public 
dinner, a program of th 
night's events, music, singim 
and Polynesian and 
dances. 
Hul 
Tickets for the May 2n. 
event can be purchased a 
week prior to the luau 
McCaffrey Center durin 
lunch hours and Elbert Cove 
Dining Hall at dinner time 
shirts can also be purchase 
for $10 and tickets can 
charged on your studen 
account at the bookstore fo 
$11. 
Help support your fellov 
students and enjoy a night < 
fun and entertainment whil 
celebrating the beauty of th 
Hawaiian culture. 
Concert promises fun 
for all ages on May 3 
•>' returning alumni with a tri 
down memory lane, and 
THE PACIFICAN 
Bring the family, along 
with a picnic basket filled 
with food and refreshments, 
for an afternoon of music 
and fond memories as 
University of the Pacific's 
Conservatory of Music pre­
sents its renewal of the annu­
al Alumni Band Concert. 
Renamed Picnic and Pops, 
this concert showcases the 
sure to delight and entertai 
young and old alike. 
The festivities begin a 
3:00 p.m. on Hand Hall Lav-
this Sunday, MaY . 
Lemonade, tea and cook;, 
will be provided r 
President and Mrs. Dona. 
DeRosa. . .. 
Join the Pacific Fami) 
a Sunday afternoon ofreli Slip ri Slide Pacific style 
Several students unwind by taking advantage of the flooded condition on the Knoles lawn. 
1 
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ALEX ZAMANSKY 
Metro Editor 
Since the dining hall has 
obliterated any idea of releas­
ing Lucky Charms to the stu­
dents here, I have turned to 
Captain Crunch with the 
berries. While it is true that 
Lucky Charms will be forever 
engraved in the Cereal Hall of 
Fame, perhaps I will allow this 
cereal to be up for induction. 
However; I will have to discuss 
this with the cereal conoseurs 
of UOP— Mike Kojis, C. 
Colton, and Denver Hinds. 
It never ceases to amaze me 
just how incredibly naive peo-
i can be. Take for instance 
two girls in Grace Covell who 
seem to show reasonable levels 
of intelligence. Having one of 
those 'female cravings' late at 
night, they begged for ice 
cream — particularily some­
thing called Chunky Monkey. 
Not knowing what it was, but 
craving it because it sounded 
good, they bought it It turns 
out that this ice cream was 
banana flavored with walnut 
and chocolate bits. Yuk! They 
took two bites and gave it to 
some random person walking 
down the hall. Moral of the 
story: Know what you're buy­
ing, especially if has the words 
'chunky' and 'monkey' in the 
label. 
1 have noticed here that peo­
ple are big on getting a good 
»ck massage. Think of it, 
what if there were such a place 
to learn to give good and inter­
esting massages? Say like a 
School of Massage? But Solely 
or the purpose of sincere and 
honorable intentions. 
3mmm...,just a random idea 
jo throw at you. 
Kipp's is just in time for graduation gooaies 
A wide selection of custom designed cookies for every possible occasion 
ERICA BIRLEW 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
As the month of May 
approaches, your beloved 
Epicurean Ambassador real­
izes the bittersweet fact that 
our Epicurean Adventures 
are slowly but surely coming 
to an end. And, in reverence 
of this oh-so-sad realization, I 
have chosen a sweet alterna­
tive for this week's dining 
possibility. 
I feel the need for some­
thing that will brighten my 
day and console my taste 
buds. I know you are ponder­
ing if I have done a critique of 
the different types of ice 
cream that Stockton has to 
offer, but I am quite sorry to 
disappoint you. Ice cream 
makes me think of the lazy 
hazy summers of youth 
where I would sit around the 
pool with my brothers and 
eat ice cream and talk about 
everything and nothing in 
particular. Instead, I have a 
craving for the sweet home­
made goodness of cookies. So 
I decided to review Kipp's 
Cookie Creations located at 
6351 Pacific Avenue at 957-
8612. 
Kipp's Cookie Creations 
offers a wide selection of cus­
tom designed cookies for 
every occasion and for the 
occasion of "just because." 
Basically, at Kipp's Cookie 
Creations, if it can be drawn, 
they can put it on a cookie. 
And the cookies are tasty too. 
You have a choice of either 
sugar cookies or cinnamon 
cookies. Can't go wrong 
there. And the prices are 
wonderful. They are any-
Fit// Service Haircare • Massage • Body Wraps with Vishi Shoioei 
Facials • Permanent Make-up • Manicures • Pedicures 
REFLECTIONS 
^23 i Pacific Avenue, Ste. 3A 
Stockton, CA 95207 
Phone: (209) 472-8700 
Fax: (209)472-8707 
0 
Kipps ^m coomm 
CREATIONS 
where from $1.00 for a regu­
lar "walk away cookie" to 
$5.00 for one decorated cook­
ie on a stick to $18.00 for a 
three custom designed cookie 
bouquet. 
What a great idea. 
Everyone loves cookies and 
to have something personal­
ized is just the nicest way to 
say "You're special." And 
they have everything there 
including little graduation 
people holding diplomas that 
say Class of '98. Which is a 
great idea for that up-coming 
grad that you want to get a 
nice gift for but your check­
book won't let you. 
Or, for the gentlemen, for 
when you want to say those 
three little words every girl 
wants to hear..."You were 
right." Or, for when you just 
want to make someone's day, 
like your roommate who had 
to sleep with the light on so 
you could finish your 
Epicurean Ambassador 
Article for the Pacifican, by 
giving them a cookie shaped 
like their favorite animal or 
flower or cartoon character. 
When all is said and done, 
Kipp's Cookie Creations is 
great place to go buy yourself, 
or someone special, a one-of-
a-kind cookie, and reflect 
how, no matter how the cook­
ie crumbles, it was fun while 
it lasted. 
. Coupon - Offer ends June 30,1998 v 
/ \ 
I Engraved Glass & Gifts 
Jewelry Repair 
Stenson's Engraving & Gifts 
5756 Pacific Ave. Ste. 7 • 476-9991 
Behind Chili's 
v - - $2.00 off - Not valid with other offers - - ^  
Recipe of the week 
May Flower -
Pot Dessert 
Ingredients: 
1 clean, small flower pot 
chocolate pudding 
crumbled Oreo cookies 
gummy worms 
plastic flower 
Directions: Rub inside 
of pot with water. Mash 
cookie crumbs onto sides 
and bottom of pot. Mix 
gummy worms and 
pudding together. Add 
to pot. Cover with more 
cookie crumbs. Add a 
fake flower to decorate. 
Money to Loan 
Annette's 
Jewelry & Loan Co. 
Pawnbrokers 
474-7532 - 7201 Pacific Ave. 
2 blocks N. of Lincoln Center 
T We Buy or Loan Money on Rolex Watches, diamonds jewelry, almost anything of value 
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NEW LINE CINEMA 
CI >  c iud  is a place where dreams fade 
Multi-talented film and 
recording star Ice Cube 
makes his writing-directing 
debut with The Players Club, 
a daring and surprisingly 
humorous drama about the 
malevolent figures who pop­
ulate a thriving gentlemen's 
club and one woman's strug­
gle to escape from its explo­
sive and unstable environ­
ment. 
When she's not raising her 
young son and trying to 
make ends meet, Diana 
Armstrong (Lisa Raye) 
dreams of becoming a broad­
cast journalist. 
Determined to survive 
and get a college degree, 
Diana takes a job as a stripper 
at The Players Club, a notori­
ous strip joint run by a two-
bit hustler named Dollar Bill 
(Bernie Mac). 
Under the stage name 
Diamond, Diana becomes a 
playful seductress, teasing 
and tempting the denizens of 
the dark for the crumpled 
dollar bills they toss on-stage. 
Unlike the other dancers -
Ronnie (Chrystale Wilson) 
and Tricks (Adele Givens), 
whose ambitions have slowly 
withered beneath the harsh 
strip club lights - Diamond is 
determined to get in, get the 
money and get out. 
Working at the club at 
night and studying by day, 
Diamond quickly becomes 
wise to the ways of the club's 
underworld. 
She learns to keep her dis­
tance, particularly from 
Dollar Bill and his loyal door­
man, Li'l Man (A.J. Johnson), 
who are both living on bor­
rowed time with a loan shark 
named St. Louis (Larry 
McCoy). The only person that 
Diamond trusts at the club is 
Blue (Jamie Foxx), a young 
deejay who wants out as 
badly as she does. 
Director Ice Cube on the set of New Line Cinema's thoughtful drama "The Player's Club: 
When Diamond's young 
and naive cousin Ebony 
(Monica Calhoun) moves in, 
she is easy prey for Ronnie 
and Tricks, who are always 
looking for new dancers to do 
their dirty work. The cousins 
clash when Diamond tries to 
protect Ebony from the lure 
of this daunting and danger­
ous world. But ultimately, no 
one is safe from this oasis of 
perversion where flesh is 
sold, crimes are planned and 
lives are changed forever. 
'Fastball' is music to my ears 
JULIE ANTON 
Living Editor 
I have four interesting CDs 
to bring to you this week. My 
first comes from a group who 
calls itself Fu Manchu with a 
CD entitled "The Action is 
Go." This CD offers its listener 
little in the form of entertain­
ment. 1 didn't like Fu 
Manchu's style very much. 
They claim to be an alternative 
group but they have the guitar 
intensity of a metal band. Their 
CD is filled with pictures of 
skaters and skateboard wheels, 
which is the best this CD has to 
offer. I wouldn't recommend 
Fu Manchu to my friends, but 
if you're interested in heavy 
alternative music, you might 
want to give them a try. 
Also this week, I heard the 
songs from a new album "Life 
in the So-Called Space Age" 
from the group God Lives 
Underwater. You may have 
already heard their popular hit 
"From Your Mouth" on the 
radio, but believe me, the rest 
of the CD isn't nearly that 
good. This album lives up to its 
"Space Age" name. It has a 
strange synthesizer sound that 
makes noise like it was record­
ed live on a 45 record. My rec­
ommendation is try the single, 
but take a rain check on the 
rest of the CD. 
Finally, I have some good 
news in the music world this 
week. Two CDs have broken 
out onto the music scene with 
great beats and sounds that 
make their bands really 
unique. The first group is still a 
baby in the music business but 
they are sure to be a hit in the 
near future. The Cornells are a 
large all-male group that have 
a great variety of tracks on the 
CD "Still Life." Unlike many 
other new artists, The 
Connells play several different 
types of songs from a country 
twang to sweet slow songs to 
See CD, page 21 Fastbau>s new aipum include their hit song "The ^ 
RMERICRN RIVER RECREATION 
• Great Food • Expert Guides 
• Half-day trips start at just $65 
• Call us for a Free Catalog 
800-333-7238 
www.arrafting.com 
DELTA SMOG CHECK 
"Official Test Only Center" 
Certify 
Gross 
Polluters 
dS| ATM 
464-7674 
430 N. Airport Way 
Airport & Fremont 
'Clean Air Is Our Business 
HOP Graduates 
CAP & 00W1S SPECIAL 
$19.98 
One 4x5 Photo in a Gift Folder 
^L®J^Xphotogi 
4774363 
_ Stock""1 
PHOTOGRAPHY, inc 
™poler*?offp»' 
(1 mile north just < 
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Weekly soap opera update 
ALL MY CHILDREN: Brooke 
told Phoebe she shot Jim. Jake 
told Dimitri Edmund had a seri­
ous infection. Erica let Mike stay 
overnight. Later, he made a 
mysterious call requesting 
backup." Jack asked Keith to 
check on isotopes found in Jim's 
blood. Allie made a decision 
after overhearing Brooke say it's 
important not to live a lie. 
Mateo learned he had more 
than one brain "incident" dur­
ing his coma. Wait To See: 
Camille vows to make Adam 
|pay. 
A N O T H E R  
IORLD: Jake asked 
Icky for a divorce, 
loncerned about 
ICarl's behavior, 
Rachel asked Cass for the name 
of a doctor. Later, Rachel told 
Carl she's ready to move away 
torn Bay City with him if that's 
what he wants. Lila's doctor 
said it's possible Shane is not the 
father of her baby. Cass and 
Felicia suspected Carl of being 
behind the "Embers" incidents. 
Wait To See: Carl makes another 
'questionable" move. 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES: 
Nicole quit her job at the cafe to 
pursue her new modeling 
areer. Hope saw Billie about to 
ake a drink. Kristen set a dead­
s' trap for Marlena. A panicked 
late realized Stefano now 
wned 49% of Titan stock, 
iteanwhile, Vivian planned to 
tart her own company and 
iestroy Kate in the process, 
itefano began to piece together 
ivian's relationship to Jonesy. 
iusan's message leaves Kristen 
Orrified. Wait To See: Eric saves 
i young woman. 
GENERAL HOSPITAL: 
Helena pressured Alexis into 
taking Tony's case, although 
Alexis feared it would cause 
problems for her and Ned. 
Lucky spotted Luke's listening 
device on Helena's yacht. After 
seeing the closeness between 
Robin and Nikolas, Jason told 
Luke of his concern about 
Robin's involvement with the 
Cassadines. Despite warnings 
from Bobbie and Jason, Carly 
blurted out to Lucas that she's 
his 
ter. Wait 
To See: Liz 
finds a clue to her rapist's iden­
tity. 
GUIDING LIGHT: Lillian 
blamed Harley for causing the 
problems leading up to Carl's 
murder. As Sean urged Reva not 
to leave the island, Reva's clone 
tried to seduce Josh. Buzz won­
dered why "Reva" (actually the 
clone) somehow seemed differ­
ent. Beth told Phillip she knows 
they'll be together again. Abby 
told Rick she wants to bring her 
friend, Serena, home with her. 
Wait To See: Beth and Phillip 
react to Lillian's admission. 
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: Kelly 
and Blair clashed over Cassie's 
decision to put Dorian on life-
support. Todd followed Sam's 
advice to offer Tea the divorce 
she wants, while Viki urged him 
not to give up on her. Georgie 
took a mysterious phone call 
and later turned up at Bo's 
birthday party with a special 
delivery for some of the guests. 
Later, Nora saw one of 
Georgie's incriminating photos 
and raced to find what she 
believed were Georgie and Bo 
in a compromising position. 
Wait To See: In hell, Dorian faces 
her biggest fear. 
PORT CHARLES: Julie was 
upset when Frank brought Lark 
home. Bennett sued Kevin for 
libel. Bennett later threatened to 
deny Chris the Quartermaine 
« Fellowship. Lucy discov­
ered a disoriented Victor 
jrfJ covered in blood. Bennett 
'"gave Eve a black eye after 
she slapped him when he 
threatened to expose her 
past as a call girl if she did­
n't drop her sexual harassment 
suit. Later, Kevin learned the 
model for his fictional murder 
victim had been stabbed with a 
fountain pen through the heart, 
just as the book described. Lark 
told Frank she stole some for­
mula from the lab. Wait To See: 
Matt reaches a shocking conclu 
sion. 
THE YOUNG AND THE 
RESTLESS: Jill refused to go 
back to Keith and instead 
accepted Kay's invitation to stay 
at the Chancellor mansion. 
Daniel upset Phyllis by telling 
her of Chris's plan to live with 
him and Danny. An angry Nick 
told Sharon his family must 
never learn Cassie is her daugh­
ter. Victor upset Diane when he 
asked for more time with Nikki. 
Miguel and Veronica struck up 
a conversation at the Mexican 
diner. Ashley said yes to Cole's 
proposal. Wait To See: Diane has 
an unsettling (to say the least) 
visit with Nikki. 
Think you could sell this space? Find out! Become an advertising 
representative at The Pacifican. We offer an hourly wage, conamission, and 
tonuses for meeting sales goals. To find out more check out the about us 
sectibn on our website 'W/ /pacifican.uop^edu/. Applications are 
available at our office on the third floor of Hand Hall abo\e KLOP. 
WNE RAW ELL DONNA KAWELL 
_ MINI STORAGE 
With this ad and student ID 
5x6=515.00 & 5x10=523.00 
[209)466-7997 Access 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. _ 
^55 North West Lane, Shnrkten, CA 95205 
Open Duty from I l«n to IJ M* S*T» l*n 
X0CHIHILC0 em 
i'lNT «SXw5l CtgsSjE 
Tacos »Enchiladas •"Rwtadas O'-eJ 
OvTO*ch»r>jas • Routas 
36 South San Joaquin Stockton. Ca 462- 3 784 
NEW STUDENT 
DENTAL PLAN 
No charge for 
diagnosis and x-rays 
only ^CT00 
fptl I per year 
Sffwrnrryarhartit} i 
Enroll Now! 
Call for a brochure 
(800) 655-3225 
Horoscopes 
Aquarius 
Concentrate on making 
money rather than .spending 
it. You could come up with 
some good prpfibfmaking 
ideas. i-/ J 
Aries 
It's certainly a good week 
for socializing although there 
could be some concern over a 
domestic matter Luck is with 
you, but re member to exercise 
Taurus 
Don't let anyone take 
unfair advantage. With 
business partners, it's a 
question of give4 and take 
this week, K 
Gemini 
A family lumber doesn't 
particularjyjrtyte for a friend 
of yours However, socializ­
ing is accepted by week's 
end. ^ j T ir 
Cancer 
Pisces 
The beginning of the week 
is best for continuing with 
that workproftxt or fpr mak­
ing business calk. Something 
comes up at home this week­
end that requires your atten­
tion. T Leo 
Your attitude toward 
money fluctuates. Business 
and pleasure mix to your 
advantage this weekend. 
Virgo 
Do what you have to for 
your career, but don't argue 
about it though company 
could drop by, you needn't 
change your plans for going 
out somewhere'special. 
Libra 
A last-minute idea is a 
good one career-wise. 
Family! i? uYrapr, tpost in 
your thongf)/* 'as H^e week 
comes td a dusfc. / 
Scorpio 
Happingss comes 
through M^Bit^njoy the 
comparer <|f friends 
and loved on#|{0ver the 
wwkerttCrH^f 
Sagittarius 
There's iwthing wrong 
with thet VfaV you express 
your bjlNkjnte people 
aren't ikwite. time is 
best sp«iit^\i«Fj^ople you 
can relate fb amffll intellectual. 
Entertainment is accent­
ed, but t0)Mpfl^he weekend, 
your intetfcMhirro fp career 
endeavors. Don't squabble 
with a^JOwS^Me over 
money. 
Capricorn 
Keep your-fi*mncial plans 
to you rs^k-'Thc ie^s others 
know abbtH business, 
the bettfe^l^cl *rith|iploma-
cy are ttecessibLqualities 
this week. **4^* 
CD 
Continued from page 20 
alternative rhythms. "The 
Leper" and the title track "Still 
Life" are two of the best songs 
on the album. I am glad I came 
across such a talented group, 
and I look forward to hearing 
from them soon. 
The other awesome CD 1 
heard is from Fastball, a group 
that has already established 
itself in the rock and roll 
world. "All The Pain Money 
Can Buy" is the title of their 
newest release and they can be 
heard everyday on local alter­
native radio stations. Their 
recent hit is called "The Way" 
and it is an excellent example 
of their style of music and 
lyrics that is completely their 
own. Fastball is one of the 
most talented groups I've 
come across in a long time. 
The rest of their CD is just as 
wonderful as their hit song, 
and 1 recommend buying it 
right away. 
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Men's Lacrosse: WCLL Wrap-up 
UOP hosts exciting lacrosse finals 
STEVE CABRAL 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
While you were probably at 
the asparagus festival, not too 
far away at Bear Creek High 
School an exciting tournament 
took place. 
The first game kicked off 
with excitement as the #1 
south seeded UCSD beat the 
#2 north seeded Chico State in 
the final seconds to advance to 
the division II championship. 
The second game was the #1 
north seeded Sacramento 
State, which knocked Pacific 
out of the playoffs and were 
picked to win the division II 
Title, against the #2 south 
seeded team USD. The 
Toreros upset the Hornets 10-8 
to advance to the finals and 
take on cross-town rival 
UCSD. 
In division I, #1 north seed­
ed UC Berkley slaughtered #2 
south seeded Arizona 21-6 to 
advance to the finals. The sec­
ond game was an exciting one 
under the lights, which fea­
tured # 1 south seeded and 
two time defending champi­
ons Whittier against #2 north 
seeded Sonoma State. Sonoma 
hung in and nearly upset the 
West Coast powerhouse. 
On Saturday the Division II 
South All-Stars beat the North 
8-7. Pacific senior Wayne 
Broberg led the North in scor­
ing with three goals and Joel 
Coif played a good game in 
net, playing the whole game. 
UOP Senior James Ward and 
rookie Ted Brown made their 
all-star debuts. 
The championships for 
division I and II were Sunday. 
USD upset another #1 seed in 
an all-San Diego champi­
onship match and won there 
first ever WCLL title. 
The division I champi­
onship game was one of the 
best ever. UC Berkley only 
had one loss this season and it 
was against Whittier, the two 
time defending champs. Cal 
had a two-goal lead with a 
minute to go and the game 
looked over. Whittier would 
not go away and scored two 
goals in that last minute with 
the second coming with only 
14 seconds left in the game 
which sent it to sudden death 
overtime. In the overtime both 
teams knew who ever scored 
first would win the champi­
onship. Cal pulled the upset 
beating the defending champs 
and scoring the overtime goal 
and will go on to try and steal 
the national title from BYU. 
Baseball. 
Continude from page 24 
formance from Bill Hoover 
and four hits from Aurelio 
Jackson. 
"We were just trying to 
drive in runs," said 1 lornet 
first baseman Dan Bforduy, 
"and try to drive balls the 
other way." Blorduy did just 
that as he went 4-for-4 with 
two doubles and seven RBI. 
The bigger story for Pacific 
was how badly Darin Moore 
faltered on the mound. 
Moore (7-3) had recently 
been hot winning seven of 
his last nine starts but he 
cooled off considerably by 
giving up nine earned runs 
and 11 in all in only 2.1 
innings of work to take the 
loss. Relievers Mark Short 
and Greg Mastagni didn't 
fare much better as they were 
lit up like Christmas trees for 
a total of 12 runs. 
"It just started early and 
caved in," said Gradstein of 
Sac State's win. "Once you 
get that far behind it's hartd 
to make a comeback." Left 
fielder Ryan Annett went 3-
for-5 with two doubles and 
four RBI and teammate 
Moreno was 4-for-4 (2B, RBI). 
But the Tigers could not get 
rimners across stranding 13 
of them. 
Joe LeBel's first start of the 
season did not go well on 
Spnday as he gave up six 
runs in two-thirds of an 
inning and Sac State's Mike 
Dominisse belted two 
dingers to highlight a 3-for-5 
day and five runs batted in. 
Omar Prieto and Elorduy 
each had three hits. 
J.D. Hardcastle had seven 
solid innings of relief giving 
up only three earned runs but 
his teammates errors cost 
UOP three unearned runs. 
Vela, Wood and Gradstein 
each had two hits but it was 
not enough as the Hornets 
routed the Tigers 16-3. 
Time is running out on the 
Tigers who entertain New 
Mexico State this weekend 
for a three-game series at 
Billy Hebert Field. To qualify 
for the Big West Tournament 
they must either finish in the 
top two of the Big West North 
Division or receive one of the 
two wildcard spots. 
"We gotta go out there and 
win three," said Annett of the 
series with New Mexico 
State. "I feel real confident 
going into that series and 
sweeping them." 
Coif 
Preeo is BW champ 
THE PACIFICAN 
Junior Jason Preeo shot a 
final round 72, to finish with 
a three-round total of 217, 
and win the Big West 
Conference Individual cham­
pionship at San Clemente on 
Tuesday. Preeo rallied from 
six shots back after 27 holes, 
to win the Big West title by 
three strokes. He finished 
with rounds of 72, 73 and 72. 
As a team, Pacific shot a 
third-round 301, to capture 
third place. 
IM Update 
The Intramural 
Department is still looking 
for Intramural Supervisors. 
If you would like to be an 
IM Supervisor for the Fall of 
98 please drop by the IM 
office to receive more infor­
mation and pick up an 
application form. 
Corner 
Continued from page 24 
No. 6 seed. They knocked off 
the No. 2 and 3 seeds but were 
runner up to No. 1 Boise State. 
That's one heck of an effort. 
Nice job, ladies. 
Play of the Week 
Center fielder David 
Gradstein got on his horse 
and made a diving catch 
while running full speed last 
Sunday at Billy Hebert Field. 
He dove head-first right in 
front of the falling ball and 
just laid himself out for the 
grab. "You just go for it 
because you always want to 
make plays like that. It's fun," 
said Gradstein. Great job, 
Graddy! 
Who's our rival? 
UOP has no clear rival in 
sports. It used to be San Jose 
State until they moved to the 
WAC Conference. I think that 
not having a true rival takes 
away from our program. We 
don't have that one really big 
game that we can all get fired 
up for. I want a great rivalry 
here at Pacific. The athletic 
department has tried to do 
this scheduling San Jose State 
and Fresno State in basketball 
but can we really call them 
our rivals. 
WCC or Big West: Which 
conference? 
Recently, a source of mine 
told me a rumor that UOP is 
considering moving into the 
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Conference West Coast 
(WCC) and out of the 
West for the 1999-2000 school 
year. Consider this: Uop is 
the lone private university in 
the Big West but the WCC has 
only private uni's. The WCC's 
current members are: Santa 
Clara, San Diego, San 
Francisco, Saint Mary's, 
Gonzaga, Pepperdine, Loyola 
Marymount and Portland. 
This could be a good move for 
establishing a rival and play­
ing schools that we have more 
in common with. We could 
practically choose a riva 
between St. Mary's, USF anc 
Santa Clara. 
Message to UOP coaches 
Coaches, please do no 
schedule any Wednesda; 
games for next year. It': 
impossible to get results fron 
Wednesday games into thi 
paper since we print oi 
Wednesdays and distribut 
on Thursdays. I also wouldn' 
mind doing away with al 
Tuesday sporting events sine 
everything has to be ready I 
go on Tuesday nights. 
Gut check time 
Gut check for UOP bast 
ball: The team has lost 13 of il 
last 20 games. They need t 
immediately halt their slide i 
order to secure a good spt 
for the Big We: 
Tournament... unless they 
prefer to have more time t 
study for finals. 
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Cal St. Matadors sweep Tigers 
UOP gets one win on the Road, 6-1 victory over UCSB 
THE DAncir.., 
J ^  Ma^ie Ph'Mp!> (4) scored four mis at Regionals. 
-iitotf Women's Water Pnln 
UOP gets two wins 
ods. This game was much 
closer than UOP's 6-1 victory 
over the Spartans three weeks 
earlier. Bertrand led with three 
goals and Allison Chesterman 
added two as did Smith and 
Maggie Phillips. 
In the two losses, the Tigers 
were outplayed by both 
Stanford and San Diego State. 
Stanford's 12-4 rout was busi­
ness as usual. Bertrand and 
Phillips each had two goals for 
the Tigers. 
SDSU handed the Tigers a 
10-5 loss, but an improvement 
over the 18-5 loss three weeks 
before. The Tigers were the 
aggressors for the much of the 
first half and outhustled the 
Aztecs en route to a 3-2 lead at 
intermission. But the Aztecs 
took over in the second half 
scoring five goals in the third 
quarter and riding Larisa 
Baltgalvis' three scores to the 
10-5 victory. 
Bertrand again scored three 
and Smith had two goals. 
THE PACIFICAN 
UOP showed its stuff at the 
| Western Regionals and won 
two games to finish in ninth 
| place. 
After a long season of tough 
| losses and close games, UOP 
(4-16 overall, 1-8 MPSF) had a 
season-ending 8-4 victory 
over UC San Diego last week­
end at Stanford in the ninth 
place game for the Western 
Regionals. Freshman Cari 
Bertrand, Pacific's leading 
scorer for the tournament, 
scored a 6-on-5 goal which 
was the third in a 5-0 run, to 
help lead the Tigers to the win. 
Molly Smith and Ericka 
Richards had two apiece and 
goalie Meg Wynstra had 
seven saves to preserve the 
contest. 
San Jose State was seeing 
orange and black after they 
lost to UOP 10-9 in sudden 
death, which came about after 
two scoreless overtime peri-
i 
THE PACIFICAN 
After taking one of two 
from Stanford on April 22, 
the Tigers hit the road but 
the road hit them back for 
three losses while at 
Northridge and Santa 
Barbara. 
The Cal State Northridge 
(34-17, 19-9 Big West soft-
ball team swept a double-
header with UOP (22-20, 14-
10 Big West) at Matador 
Diamond in Northridge last 
Saturday afternoon, 3-1 and 
6-2. The two victories over 
the second place Tigers 
opened up a bigger lead for 
the conference-leading 
Matadors. 
In the first game, 
Northridge relied on the 
strength of Tara Glaster's 
five-hit, one-run perfor­
mance and Cherri Shinn's 
timely fourth-inning double 
that scored two runs. Pacific 
took and early lead in the 
game when Brandee 
McArthur drove in Natalie 
Farmer, but the Matadors 
battled back for the victory. 
Pacific struck first again 
in the second game, this 
time getting to Cherri Shann 
in the top of the first inning. 
Northridge retaliated in the 
bottom of the first though, 
with three runs of its own. 
Chelo Lopez led the way for 
the Matadors offensively 
with a two-hit, three-RBI 
performance that included a 
Men's Tennis 
$ & 
A* «hony ,-KUfc/i 
Angele Alves jump-started the Tigers scoring Two runs, 
going 2-for-4 and smacking a double in a 6-1 win. 
sacrifice fly and a home run 
in her final at-bat. 
Another loss was chalked 
up for the Tigers when they 
were blanked 2-0 in the 
opener against UCSB (24-19, 
8-14 Big West). McArthur's 
second loss on the weekend 
was characterized by her 
teammates inability to do 
very much damage from the 
plate. Tiger hitters were 
stumped for only three hits 
by Teresa Tolson and Abby 
Murphy. 
Leslie Rodgers helped 
Pacific bounce back in game 
two as her six innings of 
three-hit ball kept UCSB rel­
atively quiet in a 6-1 spak-
ing. 
Tiger third baseman 
Angele Alves went 2-for-4 
with two runs scored and a 
double. Teammates Michele 
Cordes and Debbie Wilson 
also went 2-for-4 and each 
scoring a run. 
The losses put UOP in 
third place behind Long 
Beach State (32-13, 13-8 Big 
West) and tied with New 
Mexico State (32-23, 15-11 
Big West) in conference 
standings. The three top 
teams will more than likely 
make the NCAA Regional 
Finals. 
The Tigers will be at Sac 
State this Saturday at Noon 
and at New Mexico State on 
Mon. May 4. Wednesday's 
game vs. Cal State Fullerton 
was late. 
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THE PACIFICAN 
UOP didn't turn many 
heads at last weekend's Big 
West Tennis Championships 
in Ojai, California. 
Pacific's season is over 
after having a hard time at 
Big West. Their second 
round matchup with UC 
Santa Barbara was short as 
they were beaten 4-1. Only 
Rishi Patel, UOP's No. 6 sin­
gles player could get past 
the Gauchos for an impres­
sive 6-2, 6-2 victory. Two 
matches were abandoned 
and the Tigers' Ole Olsen 
was beaten 3-6, 4-6 by Cory 
Guy. Blanden Yee also suf­
fered a tough defeat 3-6, 6-7. 
In consolation action, the 
Tigers got close but couldn't 
hold on against Idaho, los­
ing 4-3. Patel won again 
beating UI's Carl Bell 6-4, 6-
1 and Peter Sczcepanski eas 
victorious for the Tiger 
stripes 6-4, 6-4. 
They lost another tough 
one to Cal Poly 4-3 for the 
seventh-place match. 
Sczcepanski again won 6-3, 
6-0 and he and doubles part­
ner Kengo Usui defeated 
Poly's Sevan 
Senopian/David Wenmuth 
doubles team. Olsen and 
Patel won at No. 3 doubles 
9-8 to give Olsen a doubh -
win to end his career at 
UOP. 
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Women's Tennis 
UOP surprises its Big West competition 
Tiaers make it to championship final as No. 6 seed g  
THE PACIFICAN 
They surprised 
even themselves 
when the sixth-seeded 
UOP women's tennis 
team made the finals 
of the Big West Tennis 
Championship. 
Pacific upset sec­
ond-seed and No. 67 
New Mexico State, 5-
4, Friday morning in 
semifinal action at the 
1998 Big West 
C o n f e r e n c e  
Tournament to 
advance the champi­
onship match against 
top-seed Boise State. 
They had also upset 
No. 3 seed UC Irvine 
last Thursday 5-0. 
After splitting the 
six single matches, 
Pacific's doubles 
tandems of Bente 
Grina/Kendra Lamb 
and Mari 
Maattanen/ Marcela 
Sanchez provided the 
Tigers (10-15) with 
their decisive points 
in the 5-4 victory over 
NMSU. 
In Sunday's cham­
pionship, the Tigers 
faced the best team, 
Boise State, and lost 5-
1. Maatanen was the 
only Tiger whose 
match was competi­
tive as she lost 4-6, 6-
2, 2-6. Diana 
D'audney (No. 6 sin­
gles) was the only 
player that won a 
match for the Tigers 
she stormed past as 
Heather Thiry 6-3,6-3. 
D'Audney and Dina 
Dajani were the only 
doubles team (No. 3) 
that played against 
Boise and they lost 8-4 
to Bettina Pieri/Taryn 
Weir-Smith. It was 
Boise State's second 
consecutive Big West 
title. Marcela Sanchez helped lead UOP to the Big West final last weekend. 
More 
Sports 
Inside! 
Hornets hit 
UOP loses 23-9 and 
in three-game series 
C. COLTON 
Pacifican Sports Editor 
'em hard 
16-3; wins 13-10 
with Sac State 
J.D. Hardcastle threw seven innings of relief against CSUS. 
The pitcher's mound 
resembled a launching pad 
more than anything else last 
weekend as a three-game 
series was punctuated with 
high scoring from Sacramento 
State and UOP. 
Pacific (22-17 overall, 9-14 
Big West) knocked off the 
Hornets (21-28, 12-12 Big 
West) last Friday night at Billy 
Hebert Field by a score of 13-
10. But Sac State powered up 
their bats for the next two 
games winning 23-9 in 
Sacramento last Saturday and 
16-3 to close out the series at 
C'S CORNER I 
C. COLTON 
Sports Editor 
Billy Hebert Field. 
Chris Moreno and Mario 
Vela each had solo homers for 
the Tigers with Moreno going 
3-for-4 with two runs. Center 
fielder David Gradstein, 
shortstop Robbie Wood, third 
baseman Joey Camarata and 
Vela each drove in two RBIs 
while collecting a total of nine 
hits. 
Kyle May (6-4, 5.75 ERA) 
got the win despite giving up 
eight earned runs. But the 
next two games wer a blast off 
for CSUS. 
Sac State erupted for 23 
runs on 25 hits burying the 
Tigers thanks to a five-hit per-
See Baseball, page 22 
Center field crew 
Last week I kicked it wit 
the center field crew at t 
UOP-Stanford softball garni 
They're just a bunch of lou 
foul-mouthed ex-athletes w 
sit behind the center field fenc 
and bring a cooler full of brev 
and try to get tan. Apparent!'! 
I was told that the crew h,ij 
a c t u a l l y  m a d e  g i r l s  1 - '  
opposing teams cry. Any tim 
you have this kind of advar 
tage, it's gotta help. Nice worl 
fellas. 
Stanford hated 
I hate Stanford. I hate even 
thing about "The Farm." I hat 
their championships that the 
win in sports, I hate their s u 
pid tree mascot and I hate t ei 
school colors. I hate it whei 
UOP students walk arou < 
wearing their ^ hea ij1 
Stanford gear. That s w 
went crazy when the 
softball team beat j "! ,iea£ 
the first game of a dou 
er. Stanford proceeded to ^ 
the second game 4-2 and r 
ceeded to be bitter. 
Losing two of three b ^ 
Sac State, T,ni t0 12 Those ope outscored 39-12 
hurt pretty bad t P 
since I consW Sac State to 
such an inferior school 
Heroes of the i top women The entire UCJi £ ^ 
for making . tennis team id ^ 
finals of the Big 
Tournament last we j 
I % 
